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ABSTRACT 
 
YULIANTO, TRIA SASONGKO. 2020. 1613500136: “The Effectiveness of 
Applying Mnemonic Instruction in the Teaching of Vocabulary for the 
Sixth Grade Students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah”. Research Project. Strata 1 
Program, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, Pancasakti 
University Tegal. The first Advisor is Drs. JCS. Pradjarto, M.Pd and the 
second Advisor is N.L. Molla, S.Pd., M.Hum.  
 
Key Words: Mnemonic Instruction (MI), Teaching of Vocabulary 
 
The objective of this research is to find out whether Mnemonic Instruction 
(MI) is effective to be used in the teaching of vocabulary for the sixth grade 
students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut in academic year 
2018/2019. 
Based on the review of related theories and theoretical framework, the 
research hypothesis is proposed as follows : Mnemonic Instruction (MI) is 
effective to be used in the teaching of vocabulary for the sixth grade students of 
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut in academic year 2018/2019. 
The population of this research is all of the sixth grade students in the 
second semester of MI Al Mujahidin Kluwut in academic year 2018/2019. The 
total number of the students is 92. The samples of the research are 60 students  
taken by using cluster random sampling. They are classified into two groups, 
group I consists of 30 students as experimental group who are taught by using 
Mnemonic Instruction (MI) and group II consists of 30 students as control group 
who are taught by using Audio Lingual Method (ALM). 
The writer uses vocabulary test as the instrument of the research. The type 
of the test is multiple choice tests with four options. To know the validity of the 
instrument, the writer had tried out the instrument by giving a test to 32 students 
having the same level competence.  
Data analysis of this research is tested by using t-ratio. The result of 
computing t-ratio score is 2,285. While score of t-table at the degree of freedom 
(df) 58 on the level significant of 5% is 1,672. Thus, t-ratio is higher than t-table 
(2,285>1,672). It means that there is any significant difference between 
experimental group and control group. So,the hypothesis of this research is 
accepted. 
The conclusion of this research shows that the use of Mnemonic 
Instruction (MI) is effective to be used in the teaching of vocabulary for the sixth 
grade students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut in academic year 
2018/2019. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
YULIANTO, TRIA SASONGKO. 2020. 1613500136: “Keefektifan Penerapan 
Mnemonic Instruction (MI) dalam Pengajaran Kosakata bagi Siswa 
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah”. Skripsi. Program Strata 1, Fakultas Keguruan dan 
Ilmu Pendidikan, Universitas Pancasakti Tegal. Pembimbing pertama 
adalah Drs. JCS. Pradjarto, M.Pd, Pembimbing kedua adalah N.L, Molla, 
S.Pd., M.Hum.  
 
Kata Kunci: Mnemonic Instruction (MI), Pengajaran Kosakata 
 
Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui apakah Mnemonic 
Instruction (MI) efektif untuk digunakan dalam pengajaran kosakata untuk kelas 
VI Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut tahun ajaran 2018/2019. 
Berdasarkan landasan teori dan kerangka teoritis, maka hipotesis 
penelitian ini dirumuskan sebagai berikut : “di duga Mnemonic Instruction (MI) 
efektif untuk digunakan dalam pengajaran kosakata untuk kelas VI MI Al 
Mujahidin Kluwut tahun ajaran 2018/2019. 
 Populasi dalam penelitian ini adalah seluruh siswa kelas enam MI 
semester dua MI Al Mujahidin Kluwut  pada  tahun pelajaran 2018/2019 dengan 
jumlah 92 siswa. Sampel penelitian ini diambil 60 siswa dengan menggunakan 
teknik Cluster Random Sampling. Sampel dikelompokkan menjadi dua kelompok, 
Kelompok I terdiri dari 30 siswa sebagai kelompok eksperimen yang diajar 
menggunakan tekhnik Mnemonic Instruction (MI) dan Kelompok II terdiri dari 30 
siswa sebagai kelompok control yang diajar menggunakan Metode Audio Lingual 
Method (ALM). 
Penulis menggunakan tes kosakata sebagai instrumen penelitian. Tes 
berbentuk pilihan ganda dengan empat pilihan jawaban. Untuk mengetahui 
validitas instrumen, Penulis menguji coba instrumen dengan memberikan tes 
kepada 32 siswa di luar kelompok eksperimen dan kelompok control yang 
mempunyai level kemampuan setara. 
Data analisis dari penelitian ini diuji menggunakan t-ratio. Hasil dari 
penghitungan nilai t-ratio adalah 2,285. Sedangkan nilai dari t-table pada derajat 
kebebasan 58 pada taraf signifikansi 5% adalah 1,672. Oleh karena itu, t-ratio 
lebih tinggi daripada t-table (2,285>1,672). Hal ini berarti ada perbedaan 
signifikan antara kelompok eksperimen dan kelompok kontrol. Dengan demikian 
hipotesis penelitian diterima. 
Kesimpulan penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa penggunaan Mnemonic 
Instruction (MI) efektif untuk digunakan dalam pengajaran kosakata untuk kelas 
VI MI Al Mujahidin Kluwut tahun ajaran 2018/2019. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 This chapter presents background of the problems, identification of the 
problem, limitation of the problem, statement of the problem, objectives of the 
research, and significance of the research. 
 
A . Background of the Problem 
 Language is used to communicate ideas clearly. It can be classified into 
two basic components; language skills and language component. Vocabulary is 
one of the language components which is very important because we need to have 
a lot of vocabularies to make a good communication. 
 Vocabulary is one of the keys to reach the success in learning English. 
Because a good sentence arrangement will always be started by words. The 
greatest tools we can give to students for their success, not only in their education 
but more generally in life, is a large, rich vocabulary and the skills for using those 
words. As Budidharso (in Widyaningsih, 2008:3) stated that vocabulary is the 
main point to understand ideas and expression. 
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 However, most of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah students found several problems 
in mastering vocabulary; such as: spelling, writing, limited sources of information 
about words, and complexity of word knowledge. These problems are influenced 
by many factors, such as; facilitators, methods used by teachers, learning media, 
ineffective teaching methods, and many others that make their vocabulary 
learning motivation low. Therefore the teacher needs to create a pleasant and 
relaxed situation in the teaching and learning process to overcome students' bad 
feelings. 
 Teaching English especially in vocabulary term is an interesting activity, 
because teacher can use various technique to make students understand the target 
language. Vocabulary teaching is a process to make students easy to memorize 
words and make the words become familiar. Thus, they have the ability of 
guessing words’ meaning from the context. In order to teach effectively, technique 
are nedded. 
 There are many methods in teaching vocabulary. Based on research 
findings in the second language acquasition. The great demand on the teaching 
vocabulary based on the learners participant in building practice on their own 
vocabulary. English teacher can use several methods and technique. The purpose 
of using several methods in teaching are to make the lesson easy for the learners 
to learn and understand. The teacher must know how to stimulate learners 
curiousity and interesting to the need of learning. 
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 Based on my observation, most students are prefer to use their first 
language instead of English because they didn’t mastered the vocabulary. Even 
though they know how much important it is to learn vocabulary, they still learn 
vocabulary passively. It might happen because of some factors. One of them is 
most teachers are using conventional technique to teach vocabulary to the 
students, for example by using dictionary or by make a list of the definitions 
written and the students need to do the drilling technique and memorizing. Other 
factors, based on the previous study conducted, is most students acquire 
vocabulary from their text book. It makes the students feel bored and their 
vocabulary aren’t develop. 
To solve this problem, English teachers have to provide another technique 
to teach vocabulary in order to make an active teaching learning process. The 
technique of teaching should be easy, enjoyable, motivate, stimulate, and improve 
students’ ability. There are many alternative technique to engage students in 
vocabulary activities. One of learning method which can be applied in English 
teaching learning process is Mnemonic Instruction (MI). 
 
Based on the reason above, the writer interested using Mnemonic 
Instruction in teaching vocabulary in the sixth grade students. Then, the writer 
decides to do an experimental research entitled “The Effectiveness of Applying 
Mnemonic Instruction in the Teaching of Vocabulary for the Sixth Grade Students 
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of  Madrasah Ibtidaiyah”. It is an experiment research in Brebes in Academic year 
2018/2019”. 
 
B . Identification of the Problem 
 Based on the background above, the writer can identify some problem. 
The identified problem are as follows: 
1. Is Mnemonic Instruction effective to be used in the teaching of  
vocabulary for the sixth grade students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah? 
2. How is the implementation of Mnemonic Instruction used in the teaching 
of vocabulary to the students? 
3. Does the used of Mnemonic Instruction give positive effect in the teaching 
of vocabulary? 
 
C . Limitation of the Problem 
 From many problems which could be identified, the researcher made a 
limitation only on “The Effectiveness of Applying Mnemonic Instruction on the 
Teaching of English Vocabulary for the Sixth Grade Students of Madrasah 
Ibtidaiyah (An Experimental Research in Brebes in the Academic Year 
2018/2019)”. 
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D . Statement of the Problem 
 Based on the limitation of the problems above, the statement of the 
problem can be stated as follow: “Is Mnemonic Instruction effectives to be used in 
the teaching of vocabulary for the sixth grade students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah?” 
 
E . Objectives of the Research 
Based on the statement of the problem which is written above, the 
objectives of the research are as follows: 
To find out weather Mnemonic Instruction is effective to be used in the teaching 
of vocabulary for the sixth grade students of Madrasah Ibtidiayah in academic 
year 2018/2019. 
 
F . Significance of the Research 
 It is expected that this research gives theoretical and practical benefits to 
student and teacher in teaching learning process. The explanation of significances 
of the research as follows: 
1. Theoretical Significances 
The result of this research is expected to be useful to increase the 
teaching learning process. This research can give information for the 
teacher about implementation using Mnemonic Instruction in teaching 
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english vocabulary. Then, this information is also useful for those who 
want to do a research on the same subject in the future. 
2. Practical Significances 
a. For the students as the subject of the research, they can catch 
information and understand the content of the material easily. 
b. For the teacher, the writer hopes that it can be a reference to teach in 
the classroom by using Mnemonic Instruction in the teaching 
vocabulary. 
c. For the readers, by reading this study, it is expected that the readers 
can implement and get experience Mnemonic Instruction in the 
teaching vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED THEORITIES, THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK, 
AND HYPOTHESIS 
 
 In this chapter, the writer explains about related theories, theoritical 
framework, and hypothesis of the research. In the first point will explain about 
previous studies mnemonic and vocabulary. Second point will explain about 
theotitical framework, and third point will explain about hypothesis. 
 
A. Review of Related Theories 
1. Previous Studies 
 There are some previous study of  Mnemonic Instruction. The first study 
was conducted by Hamzafi (2013) entitled “The effect of Mnemonic Keyword 
Method on Vocabulary Learning and Long Term Retention”. He conducted this 
research for 50 elementary students who were studying at 5th 22 grade in 
Javanrood, there were two research questions, the first about whether the 
application of mnemonic keyword method versus rote memorization have a 
significantly different effect on the vocabulary leraning of Iranian true beginner 
EFL learners. The second was about whether the application of mnemonic 
keyword method have significantly different effect on the long time vocabulary 
retention of Iranian learners. 
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This research showed that this mnemonic keyword method can be quite 
useful for the early stages of language development when the young language 
learners are exposed to quite concrete vocabulary items and abstract words are 
postponed to later stages.  The method that used is by giving the multiple choice 
items to the participants. 
His research is conducted with 50 participants primary school students 
Iran. A multiple choice test of 25 items was developed by the researchers in 
Persians. Since the test was the researchers made one, it was necessary to check 
for its validity and reliability before administration. The test reliability was 
estimated through Cronbach’s alpha coeficient and it was found to be highly 
reliable (α = 80). He also constructed two booklets, one booklet for each teaching 
condition. the booklet for the keyword method condition (experimental group) in 
thirteen pages provided interactive pictures of twenty five Kurdish keywords and 
the Persian equivalents  of the English word. The other booklet for memorization 
condition (control group) provided only the English words and their Persian 
equivalents at the center of each page. The finding showed that mnemonic 
keyword method has been superior in its effect on the participants’ long term 
vocabulary learning and retention. 
Second study was conducted by Davoudi (2016) entiled  “The effect of 
Mnemonic Keyword on vocabulary retention of Senior high school EFL learners 
in Iran”. The objective of his study was investigating the effect of mnemonic 
keywords method for senior high school students. He used a quasi-experimental 
design and the amount of participants were 38.  He divided into two groups, the 
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experimental group was instructed through keyword method and the control group 
learned vocabulary through traditional method. The result of his research showed 
that students in experimental group has significantly outperformed than the 
students in control group. This study proved that the use of mnemonic keyword 
method can largely reduce learners problems in the acquisition and retentio of 
second languange words. 
Third study was conducted by Tria Januaningrum (2017) entitled “The 
Effect of Using Mnemonic Instruction on Students’ Vocabulary Achievement to 
the Eight Graders Students of State Junior High School 01 Wanasari Brebes in the 
Academic Year 2016/2017”. The hypothesis of his research is “There is a positive 
effect of using Mnemonic Instruction towards the students’ vocabulary 
achievement”. 
In her Research uses two group design and cluster random sampling 
technique which consists of 30 students for both experimental group and control 
group. She makes 40 multiple choice as the instrument of the research. The 
finding shows that mean of the experimental group which is taught by using 
Mnemonic Instruction is 87,1, while the control group which is taught without 
using Mnemonic Instruction is 79,1. The t-test calculation from the result of the 
data analysis is 3,723. On the level significant of 5%, it is found that t-table is 
2,002 which means that the t-ration is higher than t-table. It can be concluded that 
the hypothesis of the research is accepted.  Thus, the use of Mnemonic Instruction 
gives positive effect of students’ vocabulary achievement. 
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From the previous studies above, there are some differences found, they 
are the technique of choosing research sample, the research design, the total 
number of population, and the material that used in the research. In this research, 
the writer uses an experimental research. The sixth grade students of Madrasah 
Ibtidaiyah will be taken as the sample of the research using cluster random 
sampling technique. Then, the material used based on the syllabus of sixth 
graders. 
 
1. General Concept of Vocabulary 
a. The Nature of Vocabulary 
One of the language component is vocabulary. It is like the basic for the 
whole skill of English. Vocabulary is extremely large and varieties. Larger 
vocabulary the students have, can help them to use the four skills in English 
very well. Students who master enough vocabulary will find fewer difficulties 
than those who have fewer vocabularies. Moreover, students can communicate 
their ideas, knowledge, and voice more effectively when they build vocabulary 
mastery. 
In general, vocabulary is a word in language. Vocabulary is a list of 
words with their meanings (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary). 
Vocabulary is used when we speak and write and it is understood when we 
listen to speech and when we read. Knowing a word is something to do with 
recognizing its meaning (Cameron, 2001:75). According to Kridalaksana 
(2009:142) vocabulary is a component of a language that maintains all of 
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information about meaning and using word in language. It means that in 
learning vocabulary, students have to know and understand the meaning, 
therefore, they will use it in meaningful context. 
The American Heritage Dictionary cited in Pikulski and Templeton 
(2004:1) defines vocabulary as the sum of words used by, understood by, or at 
the command of a particular person or group. Richard (1985:307) defines 
vocabulary as a set of lexemes which include single words, compound words 
and idioms. Further Hiebert and Kamil (2005:3) define vocabulary as the 
knowledge of meaning words. 
According to Webster's Ninth Collegiate Dictionary, vocabulary is: 
- A list or collection of words and phrase usually alphabetically arranged 
and explained or defined. 
- A sum or stock of words employed by a language group individual or a 
work or in a field of knowledge. 
- A list or collection of terms or codes available for use. 
 
b. Definition of Vocabulary 
 In Oxford Advanced Learner Dictionary of Current English by as Hornby 
AS (1990: 1462) explains that: 
“Vocabulary is the total number of word which (with rules for combining them 
make up a language)”. 
“Vocabulary is range or words know to, or used by or person, in trede 
profession, etc”. 
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“Vocabulary is the book which containing of list of words with definition or 
translation”. 
Based by Nurgianto (1987:218) vocabulary is the weath word which it has 
by language. While the definition of vocabulary according by Turley had 
copied by Tarigan (1984:117) Vocabulary can be classification into four part, 
those are: 
- Reading vocabulary is the word which is found when we read literature. 
- Listening vocabulary is the word which is heard when we speaking to the 
others. 
- Speaking vocabulary is the word which is used in daily conversation. 
- Writing vocabulary is the word which is used in writing activity. 
Coline Cobluid English Language Dictionary (1987:162) defines 
vocabulary as follows: 
“Vocabulary is the total number of words in a language that her or she knows” 
“The vocabulary of a language is the total number of words in it” 
“The vocabulary of a subject is the group of words that are typically used 
when discussing it” 
“A list words and sometimes: phrases, usually arranges in alphabetical order 
and defined, a dictionary, glossary or lexicon” 
From the definition  above, the writer comes to conclusion that vocabulary 
is words, written or spoken that have meaning and used by people in particular 
are for communication. 
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c. Function of Vocabulary 
Acquiring an extensive vocabulary is one of the largest challenges in 
learning a foreign language. Learning vocabulary is important part in learning 
language. The more words we know, the more we will understand what we 
hear and what we read, and the better we will able to say what we want to say 
when we're speaking or writing. It is a core for the whole English skills. So, it 
can be concluded that the function of vocabulary is to know English words, it' 
ll give us the ability to say what we want to say, it also helps us to speak 
fluently and communicate effectively with the other and to understand what 
other people trying to deliver to us.  
 
d. Teaching vocabulary 
Jeremy Harmer (Longman, 1995) states, one of the problems in vocabulary 
teaching is the selection of appropriate vocabulary to be taught to a certain 
level and certain students as well. Therefore the main problem in vocabulary 
teaching is how to identify the vocabulary to be taught at each level of learning 
according to the needs and the level of the students' abilities. The general 
principle in choosing a vocabulary is to consider the factor frequency (the 
frequency with which the vocabulary is used). Furthermore Jeremy Harmer 
adds to be able to study the vocabulary, a student should have the following 
knowledge about one word, namely: meaning, word use, word formation and 
word grammar. 
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Many researchs now advocate that learners should initially be taught a 
large productive vaocabulary of at least two thousand high frequency words. 
Meara (1995), for example, argues against earlier “vocabulary control” 
approaches in which students were taught only a basic vocabulary of several 
hundred words, and read restricted sorts of texts such as language textbooks 
and graded readers. 
 
e. Developing Vocabulary Mastery 
According Murcia ( 2001: 289 ) vocabulary learning is learning that occurs 
when the mind is focused elsewhere, such as on understanding a text or using 
language comunicative purpose. A common view in vocabulary studies is that 
not been explicitly taught the majority of words and that beyond a certain level 
of proficiency a second language, vocabulary learning is more likely to be 
mainly implicit ( incidental ). Incidental learning from exposure to texts will be 
greatly facilitated if learners use vocabulary learning strategies. These 
strategies will undoubtedly be required initially, in any case, as students are 
encouraged to make the transition to independent learning by determining 
meanings of the less frequent words. Thus learners should aprroach 
independent learning of vocabulary by using combination of extensive reading 
and self-study strategies : 
1) Guessing Meaning from Context 
One of the strategies most often discussed in the literature is 
guessing word meaning from context. Making the transition to 
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independent learning can be easier and more efficient if teacher help 
students kearb ti recognize ckues to guessing word meaning from 
context. 
2) Mnemonic Devices 
Among various other strategies often discussed in the literature, one 
that requires a considerable amount of manipulation and deep 
processing is the Keyword method, an aid memory, or “mnemonic 
Device,” which helps to link a word form and its meaning and to 
consolidate this linkage in memory. 
3) Vocabulary Notebooks 
A further suggestion for s memory aid in independent learning is 
setting up vocabulary notebooks. Schmitt and Schmitt (1995) 
recomend arranging the notebook in a loose-leaf binder or index card 
file, in which, for instance, students write word pairs and semantic 
maps which help them visualize the associative network of 
relationships existing between new and familiar words. 
 
f. Types of Vocabulary 
The term receptive vocabulary is used to refer to listening and reading 
vocabularies. The term expressive vocabulary is used to refer to speaking and 
writing, these vocabularies are used when we speak and write; these are the 
vocabularies we used to express ourselves. Meaning / oral vocabulary refers to 
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the combination of listening and speaking. And the last one, literate / written 
vocabulary refers to the combination of reading and writing. 
According to Pikulski and Templeton (2004:2), vocabulary is divided 
into four types: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Types of Vocabulary 
While according to Hiebert and Kamil (2005:3) vocabulary is divided 
into two types:  
1) Receptive vocabulary is the set of words for which an individual can 
assign meaning while listening and reading. These are words that are often 
less well known to students and less frequent in use. These are also words 
that individuals don't use spontaneously.  
2) Productive vocabulary is the set of words that an individual can use when 
writing or speaking. They are words that are well known, familiar and used 
frequently.  
  
Meaning / Oral Vocabulary 
Listening 
Reading Writing 
Speaking 
Receptive 
Vocabulary 
Expressive 
Vocabulary 
Literate / Written Vocabulary 
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Aeborsold and Field (1997) classified vocabulary into two types:  
1) Active vocabulary refers to items that the learner can use appropriately in 
speaking or writing and it is also called as productive vocabulary, 
although, in fact, it is more difficult to put into practice. It means that to 
use the productive or active vocabulary, students are supposed to know 
how to pronounce it well, they must know and be able to use grammar of 
language target, they are also hoped to familiar with collocation and 
understand the connotation meaning of the words. This type is often used 
in speaking and writing skill.  
2) Passive Vocabulary refers to language items that can be recognized and 
understood in the context of reading and listening it is also called as 
receptive vocabulary.  
Heaton (1990) stated that there are two kinds of vocabulary: 
1) Receptive Vocabulary is words that are understood their meaning by 
students when reading text or listening to the text. Students know and 
recognize the meaning of the words that caused them to understand the 
text they have read but not used to speak and write. Learning the receptive 
vocabulary usually in the form in which the teacher will usually give the 
meaning of the word, using the word in a sentence, but just ask the 
students to spell and pronounce only (Nagy, Anderson, & Herman, 1987). 
2) Productive Vocabulary is words that are understood and can be 
pronounced by the students. In fact, students can use these words in speech 
and writing well. Thus, productive vocabulary can be regarded as a 
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process of active word because students can generate words to express 
their thoughts and feelings which understood by others (Webb, 2005). 
 
g. Assesing Vocabulary 
 According to Thonbury (2007) without testing, there is no reliable 
means of knowing how effective a teaching sequance has been. Moreover, 
testing has auseful backwash effect: if learners know they are going to be 
tested on their vocabulary learning, they may take vocabulary learning more 
seriously. Testing motivates learners to review vocabulary in preparation for a 
test. It also provides an excuse for futher, post-test, review – when, for 
example, the teacher goes over the answers in class. In this way, testing can be 
seen as part of the recycling of vocabulary generally. In fact, the only 
difference between many recycling exercises and test is that only the latter are 
scored. 
Deciding which kind of vocabulary to test is another important decision 
that the language teachers has to make. If they decide that they want to test 
vocabulary explicitly, the first thing they need to determineis whether they 
want to assess recognition or production.It is important at the outset that 
teachers decide which words they expect their students to recognize (passive or 
receptive vocabulary) and which words they expect them to use (active or 
productive vocabulary). 
The common formats for assessingvocabulary recognition is multiple-
choice questions (MCQs). 
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h.  Multiple-Choice Question Formats 
 MCQs are one of the most common formats in professionally-
developed language tests. Theyare widely used to assess learning at the recall 
and comprehension levels (Coombe, Folse, &Hubley, 2007). MCQs take many 
forms but their basic structure is stem and response options,which include the 
key or correct answer and the distractors or incorrect responses. The 
studentmust then identify the correct or best response choice. Students 
construct meaning throughdependence on the context clues that are provided in 
the stem. Sometimes more than a onesentencestem is needed for beginning 
level students. 
a) Item stems 
According to Read (2004), a number of guidelines must be followed in 
writingeffective MCQ stems. First, the stem should provide as much context as 
possible. Read (2004)recommends a stem of one to two sentences or a context 
of between 10-20 words. The blanksin the stem should be of a uniform length. 
Grammatically, the stem should consist of one ortwo simple declarative 
sentences, without a subordinate clause (Read, 2004). When using twosentence 
contexts, the sentence which does not contain the blank should provide 
contextualclues as to the meaning of the word being tested. Most importantly, 
however, the stem shouldpresent the word in a ‘natural, authentic’ semantic 
and grammatical context. 
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b) Distractors 
All distractors should be the same part of speech as the word being 
tested. Theexception to this rule of course is if you are testing word forms. In 
general, they should comefrom the same frequency level as the word being 
tested (i.e., first 1,000, second 1,000 or AWL).The distractors selected should 
not be related to the tested word in terms of meaning or moresimply put the 
distractors should not be ambiguous. 
 The MCQ format can be used to assess vocabulary knowledge in a 
variety of ways. Theseinclude: synonym recognition, definition, meaning in 
context, and odd man out. 
 
2.  Mnemonic Instruction  
a. The Nature of Mnemonic Instruction 
 Mnemonic Instruction is a technique to improve learning and remember 
vocabulary. Mnemonic comes from the word Mnemonics which means 
intelligence in memorization. The essence of Mnemonic instruction is imagination 
which is a process of forming visual cues. For example, visualizing thoughts 
about an object, event and presenting ways how information related to new 
learning can be stored in the brain's memory. 
 Mnemonics are techniques for obtaining information by recalling and 
memorizing. Mnemonics are ways that can be used to improve one's memory in 
interpreting a word, idea or idea through associating thoughts so that the 
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information obtained can be easily stored in long-term memory. When using 
Mnemonics, the memory process will be easier in remembering things. 
 According to Wojowarsito and Wasito, mnemonic comes from the word 
mne’monics which means intelligence in memorizing. Meanwhile, according to 
Stine Mnemonic is the ability of a person to associate words or ideas with an 
image. Mnemonics are a way to improve memory. 
 Woolfolk believes that the mnemonic model is used to help make it easier 
for a student to remember information by making it more meaningful by 
connecting with a word or picture. Change the information to be more interesting 
so that the information received is more meaningful. 
 Mnemonics are kinds of fun device in learning process. By using this 
technic, students should interest the material which is given by teacher. Besides 
that, students  improve the memory when they are receiving materials. The term 
mnemonics is derived from the name of the goddess of memory Mnemoynec. 
Mnemonics are effective and challenging for the students. 
 A mnemonic device is a learning technique that assists in memorization of 
information. Mnemonics can be verbal, visual, kinesthetic or auditory. (Yates, 
1966, cited in Amiryousefi & Ketabi, 2011). Lewis (1999) stated that Memory 
plays an important role in learning a new language. The difference between a 
successful and unsuccessful learner might be due to the workings of their 
memory. Therefore, kind of remembering has a place too. The opinions are stored 
in mind on short term or long term basis. The purpose of language learning is to 
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move things into long term memory. Unfortunately, forgetting is part of the 
process of trying to retrieve items from memory. 
 Atkinson (1875) also states that memory strategies, traditionally known as 
mnemonics, are one type of consolidation strategies. They usually involve relating 
the word to some previous knowledge. For example, using the pictures of the 
word instead of definitions or linking it to some second language words already 
familiar to the learner is one example of consolidating strategy. Using unrelated 
words or grouping the words according to some categories such as synonyms or 
common themes are also examples of memory strategies. In addition, words 
phonological or orthography form can be used as a mnemonic strategy. 
 Thornbury Scot (2004:25) stated that mnemonics are some ‘tricks’ to help 
learners retrieve items or rules that are stored in memory and that are not yet 
automatically retrieveable. Even, native speakers rely on mnemonics to help with 
some spelling rules. The most well-attested memory technique is the keyword 
technique. Besides, Mnemonic strategies promote learning and memory capacity 
and involve connecting newly learned items with the knowledge stored through 
visual 25  and acoustic cues. To implement mnemonic strategies we do not need a 
wealth of extra materials or planning. 
According to Levin (1983), mnemonic instruction is advantageous for 
learners of all age groups. However, elementary learners might not be able to 
learn or recall as efficiently as older learners do. Several scholars have classified 
mnemonics strategies differently. From the explanation above, the writer 
concludes that mnemonic instruction is an effective strategy used by teacher to 
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enhance students vocabulary by using keyword technique. It would be reducing 
their forgetness when students learn the new vocabularies. Mnemonics instruction 
has different types of applying this method. Those types are adventegous for 
learners. 
From the description above it can be concluded that Mnemonic Instruction 
is a teaching technique to make it easier for students to remember and memorize 
information received by converting short-term memories into long-term 
memories. 
b. The Purpose of Mnemonic Instruction 
 Some Mnemonic learning objectives are able to facilitate students in 
remembering information or knowledge by connecting and associating with an 
event that is close and has a relationship with him. The Mnemonic Model can also 
make it easier for a person to recall long-standing knowledge into memory to be 
revealed later if necessary. And this Mnemonic Model can also activate 
information from short-term memory to long-term memory in various ways in it. 
 According to Maylita Hasyim and M. Joo Equator Sudjono (2015: 10) in 
applying the Mnemonic model, students are required to use their memory. In the 
mnemonic model students are no more than required to use their thinking skills to 
associate words, ideas or ideas with an image. Mnemonics are briefly interpreted 
as memory aids. Mnemonics help to remember large amounts of information 
involving three elements: coding, maintaining, and recalling. 
 Based on the expert opinion above, it can be concluded that the use of 
Mnemonics is to make it easier for students to remember information obtained in 
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the teaching and learning process by associating words or ideas with pictures or 
with other interesting activities. 
 
c. Steps of Applying Mnemonic Instruction 
 According to Miftakhul Huda Mnemonic Learning Model has some syntax 
or steps in the implementation of learning that must be considered include. 
a. At this stage student activities including underlining making a list and 
finally reflecting. 
b. In this stage students make the material themselves more familiar by 
using linking techniques with appropriate conjunctions. Besides using 
conjunctions, you can also use techniques such as using keywords and 
pronouns. 
c. Students are asked to associate images with the senses and create 
dramatization with funny associations (ridiculous association) and 
exaggeration. 
d. At this stage students are asked to repeat or recall the material that has 
been submitted so that all material can be completely mastered. 
 
 Based on the description of the stages of the mnemonic learning model can 
describe the learning process that occurs in the beginning by providing material or 
teaching material that will be delivered with the technique of underlining the 
difficult vocabulary and making a list of vocabulary that has been found. In the 
second stage is connecting between materials as attractive as possible so that it is 
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easily memorized by students which are then developed using keyword 
techniques, pronouns, conjunctions or categorized them. 
 The third stage is to sharpen students' memories of information that has 
been obtained by using words that are funny or interesting to students or using 
words that are exaggerating so that students will be easy to remember them. The 
last stage is to repeat the material that has been delivered by the teacher until the 
material is really understood by students. This Mnemonic learning model uses 
expository learning strategies that emphasize the process of delivering material 
verbally from the teacher to students with the aim of making it easier for students 
to master the material presented. 
 
d. Types of Mnemonic Instruction 
 According to Muhibbin Syah in the Mnemonic Model there are several 
methods that can be used in the teaching and learning process to facilitate the 
absorption of material: 
- Rhyme 
With this method the vocabulary material given to students is given and 
packaged using rhymes to be easily remembered by students where the 
rhymes are given notes so that they can be sung. Childrens’ songs can be 
used as reference examples of mnemonic rhyming arrangements. 
- Page Word System 
This word peg system is done using words or components that have been 
mastered by prior children (prior knowledge) such as pegs (nails) given 
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new memory. This peg system uses the word peg component formed in 
pairs such as yellow-sunflower, cold-snow. This word is useful to help 
students remember words and terms that have the same nature. 
- Loci 
With the loci method that is using special places known to students as a 
means of placing words that must be remembered by students. In this case 
can use the name of the city, street, famous building that is often used and 
familiar to students who are relevant in the sense of having similar 
characteristics or circumstances. 
- Key Word System 
The keyword system is used to learn foreign words which in this case is to 
learn English. This system is in the form of a list of words consisting of 
elements such as foreign words, key words namely local language words 
that are most similar to the foreign term being studied as well as foreign 
meanings. 
- Conjunctive Technique 
Make logical and realistic relationships by linking or associating one word 
with another word through an action or picture that can trigger a student's 
memory. 
 
e. The Advantages of Applying Mnemonic Instruction  
According to Levin (1983) there are some advantages of applying 
mnemonic instruction :  
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1) They provide a memory bridge to help you recall information that 
otherwise is difficult to remember. 
2) They involve rearranging or reorganizing information, which also helps 
you personalize the information and be a more active learner.   
3) They add interest to studying by providing you with new ways to work 
with information. When it used properly, they allow lerners to spend 
less time retrieving information from their long-term memory. 
 
4. General Concept of Audio Lingual Method 
Audiolingual Method (ALM) is another technique which is the witer will 
use to teach control group. The writer use this method because the teacher used 
the same method in teaching and the previous learning process. 
a) The Nature of Audiolingual Method 
Audio Lingual Method is a teaching method that emphasizes the teaching 
of foreign languages to listen and speak before reading and writing. Using 
dialogue as the main form of language presentation and practice as the main 
training technique, mother tongue (first language obtained) in the classroom. 
b) Techniques of the Audio-lingual Method 
There have been many arguments about the emphasis on or the 
importance of the subject matter and the importance of the method. Some 
methods have been applied to the teaching of English in the effort improving 
the result, such as the Direct Method, the Total Physical Response Method 
and Audio lingual Method. 
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Drills, as part of the Audio lingual method, have been applied to the 
teaching of English especially in speaking. In this case, teaching English as a 
foreign language makes teachers and students try to use English as a means of 
the better our students will master English. In reaching the goals of the 
teaching speaking, the use of an appropriate method is keenly needed. In the 
writer’s opinion, drills are probably one of the best alternatives in teaching 
speaking. 
According to Geetha Nagaraj (1998) in English Language Teaching 
Approaches, Methods, and Techniques page 80 language was introduced 
through dialogues which contained common structures used in everyday 
communication as well as useful vocabulary. The dialogues were memorized 
line by line. Learners mimicked the teacher or a tape, listening carefully to all 
the features of the spoken target language. Native speaker- like pronunciation 
was important in presenting the model. Phrases and sentences of a dialogue 
were taught through repetition, first by the whole class, then smaller groups 
and finally individual learners. 
To consolidate what was learnt, the dialogue was adapted and 
personalized by application to the learner’s own situation. These drills were 
practiced orally, first in chorus and later individually. Some generalizations 
(not rules) were given to advanced learners about the structures they had 
practiced. 
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B. Theoritical Framework 
 Based on theoritical background, it can be summarized that there is a 
relationship between Mnemonic Instruction and students’ vocabulary 
achievement. As we know that students’ vocabulary achievement is influenced by 
technique that we use in teaching English. Most students are prefer to use their 
first language instead of English because they didn’t mastered the vocabulary. 
Even though they know how much important it is to learn vocabulary, they still 
learn vocabulary passively. It might happened because of some factors. One of 
them is most teachers are using conventional method to teach vocabulary to the 
students, for example by using dictionary or by make a list of the definitions 
written and the students need to do the drilling technique and memorizing. It make 
the students feel bored and their vocabulary aren’t develop. 
 To solve this problem, English teachers have to provide another method to 
teach vocabulary in order to make an active teaching learning process. The 
method of teaching should be easy, enjoyable, motivate, stimulate, and improve 
students’ ability. One of learning technique which can be applied in English 
teaching learning process is Mnemonic Instruction.  
MI will be used in the experimental group to find out whether ALM is 
effective to be used in the teaching of vocabulary for the sixth grade students of 
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Brebes in academic year 2018/2019. While control group 
will use Audio Lingual Method (ALM). The selection of this technique is based 
on the daily activities of the teacher in the classroom. 
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Audio Lingual Method is a teaching method that emphasizes the teaching 
of foreign languages to listen and speak before reading and writing. Using 
dialogue as the main form of language presentation and practice as the main 
training technique, mother tongue (first language obtained) in the classroom. 
 
C. Hypotheses 
  Based on the theoretical framework and related theories which have been 
explained above, it is suspected that learning outcome of students who were 
taught using Mnemonic Instruction is better than students who were taught using 
Audio Lingual Method. Therefore, the hypothesis of this research is as follows: 
“Mnemonic Instruction is effective to be used in the Teaching of Vocabulary for 
the Sixth Grade Students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah” 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 This chapter presents Approach, type, and design of the research, 
population, sample, and technique of sampling, research variables, data 
collecting technique, research instrumen, and technique of analyzing data.   
 
A. Approach, Type, And Design Of the Research  
1.  Research Approach 
 In this research, the writer uses quantitative research. because the 
analysis of data is processed by using statistical technique and the final result 
of this research is number that obtained from a test. To know the result, the 
writer calculated the score data from the test which is given to the students. 
 
2.  Type of the Research 
 In this research, the writer uses experimental research. The writer want 
to know the effectiveness of Mnemonic Instruction in the teaching of 
vocabulary. Then, the writer investigated the relationships between the 
independent variable and the dependent variable. 
 
3. Design of the Research 
 In this research, the writer uses two group designs which consist of two 
classes that have same level. The writer uses 60 students from two classes as 
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the sample of the research and devided into two groups. The first group is an 
experimental group. It consist of 30 students which is taught by using 
Mnemonic Instruction. And the second group is called control group which 
was taught by using Audiolingual Method (ALM). Both of them will be 
taught with same materials. 
 
B. Population, Sample And Technique of Sampling 
1. Population 
 Population means all of subject of the research. The population of this 
research was the sixth grade students of Madrasah Ibtidiyah Kluwut 
Bulakamba Brebes in academic year 2018/2019. The total number of the 6th 
grade students were 92 students from 3 classes (VIA until VIC). 
 
No Class Total 
1 VI A 30 
2 VI B 30 
3 VI C 32 
TOTAL 92 
 
2. Sample 
Samples are taken from the entire portion of the object studied and 
considered to represent the entire population. From the population which 
consist of 92 students the writer took two classes as a sample for conducting 
this research. They were 6A and 6B. First class was an experimental group 
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consisting of students who are taught by using Mnemonic Instruction. Second 
class was a control group consisting of students who are not taught by using 
mnemonic instruction. The sample of the research was 60 students. The 
experimental group was 30 students and the control group was 30 students. 
3. Technique of sampling 
In this research, the writer use cluster random sampling technique to 
get research sample. Sudjana (2015:73) states that cluster sampling is sample in 
the form of group not individual. In cluster sampling, the subject of sample is 
average of a group or its unit. The writer took two classes of the total class of 
the sixth grade students in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Kluwut Bulakamba Brebes in 
academic year 2018/2019. 
4. The Testing of the Equality of the Sample 
 As the sample of this research, both experimental and control groups 
will be determined using equality of test. The writer will count to know the 
equality of the sample from the middle semester score both of the two groups 
by using the formula of t-test. After the writer counted the middle semester test 
score, both of the groups are equal. It can be seen based on the mean of each 
group in which the mean of experimental group is 78,5 while the control group 
is 76,5. To be more convincing, the writer also counted using t-ratio formula. 
After counting t-ratio, the result of t-ratios 0,445. Then, consulted to t-table 
with level of significance 5% and the degree of freedom of 61. The writer 
found that t-table is 1,670.  If the t-ratio is lower than t-table, it means that the 
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two group are not significantly different. It proves that the result of t-ratio is 
less than t-table. 
 
C. Research Variables 
 According to Sudjana (2008:23) the simple meaning of variable is able to 
define as individual characteristic, object, and indication, phenomenon which is 
measured by quantitative or qualitative. The variable of this research are two 
variables. They are : 
1. The independent variable is Mnemonic Instruction 
2. The dependent variable is students’ vocabulary achievement. 
 
D. Data Collecting Technique 
According to Creswell (2012:9), Collecting data means identifying and 
selecting individuals for a study, obtaining their permission to study them, and 
gathering information by asking people questions or observing their behaviors. 
This step will produce a collection of numbers (test scores, frequency of 
behaviors) or words (responses, opinions, quotes). Marczyk, DeMatteo, and 
Festinger (2005:53) stated that there are some techniques to collect the data 
such as formal testing (psychological, educational, academic, intelligence), 
interviewing, global ratings, observation, and biological measures. 
From all of data collecting techniques, the writer will use a test to know 
the effectiveness of using Mnemonic Instruction in the teaching of vocabulary 
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for the sith grade students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah. The writer collected the data 
by using several steps. The steps are as follows: 
1. Treatment 
To know the effectiveness of using Mnemonic Instruction, the writer 
taught directly the implementation to the sample. Therefore, the job of the 
writer is not only as the writer, but also as the teacher. In this case, the 
treatment is the application of Mnemonic Instruction. Before being given the 
treatment, the condition of students in both groups are equal with the same 
number of students that is 30 students. Both of groups were taught using the 
same materials and times. The different only on the teaching techniques used. 
The writer will teach experimental group with treatment which will be taught 
using Mnemonic Instruction and teach control group with other treatment 
which will be taught using Audiolingual Method in 5 meetings. 
2. Final Test 
  After giving the treatment, both of the experimental and the control 
group was given vocabulary test to find out the effectiveness of using 
Mnemonic Instruction in the teaching of vocabulary for the sixth grade 
students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in academic year 2018/2019. 
 
E. Research Instrument 
Instrument is a tool to gather the data. In this research, the writer collected 
the data through a test as the instrument of research. The writer use vocabulary 
test on multiple choice form.  The students should answer 50 number of multiple 
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choice test and the time allocation is 60 minutes. Try out was helded in Madrasah 
Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut. 
To measure the validity and realibility of the instrument, the writer gave 
vocabulary test to other students who did not belongs to experimental and control 
group. The criteria of a good test is valid and reliable. The explanations of them 
are as follows: 
1. Validity 
According to Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2000:105), validity is 
essentially a demonstration that a particular instrument in fact measures 
what it purports to measure, more recently validity has taken many forms. 
So, a test is valid if it measures what it should be measured. 
Before the test was given to experimental and control groups, it was 
tried out to another students who did not belongs to those groups. In this 
research, the writer used external validity to know the validity of the test. 
The validity test could be measured by using the product moment. The 
formula of product moment is as follows: 
    
              
                                
 
  In which: 
  Rxy  = Coefficient correlation of variable X and variable Y 
  N  = The total of subject experiment 
  X  = The score of the try out 
  Y  = The score of middle semester test 
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TABLE. 1 
Data Analyisis Validity VI C 
Number of 
Subject 
X Y X² Y² XY 
1 78 78 6084 6084 6084 
2 88 90 7744 8100 7920 
3 76 72 5776 5184 5472 
4 74 75 5476 5625 5550 
5 80 85 6400 7225 6800 
6 86 88 7396 7744 7568 
7 70 68 4900 4624 4760 
8 82 80 6724 6400 6560 
9 74 72 5476 5184 5328 
10 70 82 4900 6724 5740 
11 80 85 6400 7225 6800 
12 76 78 5776 6084 5928 
13 84 82 7056 6724 6888 
14 76 75 5776 5625 5700 
15 90 95 8100 9025 8550 
16 82 82 6724 6724 6724 
17 84 85 7056 7225 7140 
18 86 88 7396 7744 7568 
19 54 45 2916 2025 2430 
20 72 85 5184 7225 6120 
21 84 92 7056 8464 7728 
22 78 80 6084 6400 6240 
23 90 98 8100 9604 8820 
24 78 85 6084 7225 6630 
25 86 85 7396 7225 7310 
26 76 82 5776 6724 6232 
27 90 90 8100 8100 8100 
28 78 75 6084 5625 5850 
29 76 75 5776 5625 5700 
30 70 68 4900 4624 4760 
31 90 88 8100 7744 7920 
32 66 60 4356 3600 3960 
Σ 2524 2568 201072 209480 204880 
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Based on that table, the data are followed below: 
N : 30    Σ x²  : 201072 
Σ x : 2524   Σ y²  : 209480 
Σ y : 2568   Σ xy  : 204880 
These data then applied to product moment formula as follow: 
    
                        
                                      
 
 
    
                    
                                   
  
    
        
                
 
 
    
        
             
 
 
    
        
         
 
 
  Rxy  = 0,882 
 
    From the computation above, the writer found that the r-test is 
0,882. Then, it consulted to the r-table with the level significant 5% and 
N=32 is 0,349. So, the r- test is higher than r-table (0,882 > 0,349). It means 
that the test is valid. 
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2. Reliability 
The reability of the test shows the stability of the test score when test 
is used. A good test should be reliable. The test reliability refers to the 
consistency of the test in measuring what should be measured. It means that 
whenever the test is used, it would give the same result. Reliability indicates 
the level traded of something. The writer used the correlation product 
moment pearson method score first sphere (x) and second sphere (y) 
technique to know wheter the test is reliable or not. 
 
 
    
              
                                
 
 
 
  In which: 
  rxy  = Index correlation between two sphere of instrument 
  N  = The total of subject experiment 
  X  = The first sphere 
  Y  = The second sphere 
 
Then, to get the reliability index, the result of rxy is applied in 
Spearman-Brown formula. The formula is as follows: 
    
     
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  In which: 
  r11     = reliability of the instrument 
  
 
 
 
 
 
= rxy  = Index correlation between two sphere of instrument. 
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TABLE. 2 
Data Analysis Reliability VI C 
Number of 
Subject 
Total 
Score 
X Y X² Y² XY 
1 39 20 19 400 361 380 
2 44 21 23 441 529 483 
3 38 23 15 529 225 345 
4 37 20 17 400 289 340 
5 40 20 20 400 400 400 
6 43 21 22 441 484 462 
7 35 17 18 289 324 306 
8 41 23 18 529 324 414 
9 37 21 16 441 256 336 
10 35 20 15 400 225 300 
11 40 19 21 361 441 399 
12 38 21 17 441 289 357 
13 42 22 20 484 400 440 
14 38 18 20 324 400 360 
15 45 23 22 529 484 506 
16 41 22 19 484 361 418 
17 42 22 20 484 400 440 
18 43 22 21 484 441 462 
19 27 16 11 256 121 176 
20 36 19 17 361 289 323 
21 42 23 19 529 361 437 
22 39 19 20 361 400 380 
23 45 22 23 484 529 506 
24 39 20 19 400 361 380 
25 43 22 21 484 441 462 
26 38 19 19 361 361 361 
27 45 25 20 625 400 500 
28 39 19 20 361 400 380 
29 38 21 17 441 289 357 
30 35 18 17 324 289 306 
31 45 23 22 529 484 506 
32 33 15 18 225 324 270 
Σ 1262 656 606 13602 11682 12492 
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 Based on the table, the data are followed below: 
N  = 32   ∑X2 = 13602 
∑X = 656   ∑Y2 = 11682 
∑Y = 606   ∑XY = 12492 
 These data then applied to product moment as follow: 
  
    
                     
                                  
 
 
    
                  
                               
  
    
       
             
 
 
    
       
           
 
 
    
       
        
 
 
   Rxy  = 0,388 
 
In order to obtain reliability of whole students we use spearman-Brown 
formula as follow: 
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 From the computation above, the writer found that the r-test is 0,559. 
Then, it consulted to the r-table with the level significant 5% and N=32 is 
0,349. The writer can see that r-test is higher than r-table (0,559 0,349), so 
there is a significant correlation between  X  as the first sphere score and Y as 
second sphere score. It means that the test is reliable. 
 
F.  Technique of Analyzing Data 
To find out the effectiveness of Mnemonic Instruction in teaching of 
vocabulary, the writer uses comparison technique. After the score compared 
between first group and second group by calculating the mean of each group. 
After data is gained,  analyzed the experimental result using t-test formula. 
 
1. Mean 
n
X
X

  
In which: 
X  = Mean 
 X  = Total score 
n = Number of students 
 
2. Standard Deviation 
SD = 
 
2
N
xx 
 
In which: 
SD = Deviation standard  N = Number of sample 
X  = Mean score   X = Test score 
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3. Variant 
   
2
11
21
2
22
2
112



NN
SNSN
S
 
In which: 
S
2
 = United Variant     
S1 = Deviation standard of group 1 
S2 = Deviation standard of group 2 
N1 = Number of sample of group 1 
N2 = Number of sample of group 2 
 
4. T-ratio 
t =  
21
21
11
nn
s
XX


 
In which: 
t = t-test     S = Combined variants  
X1 = Mean score of group 1  n1 = The number of group 1 
X2 = Mean score of group 2  n2 = The number of group 2 
 
 After being counted, the writer will consult it to t-table of a significant 
level. If the t-test is higher than t-table, it means that Mnemonic Instruction is 
effective to be used in the teaching of vocabulary for the sixth grade students of 
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Brebes in academic year 2018/2019. If it is find out that the 
t-test is lower than t-table, the hypothesis is not accept. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
 This chapter present about implementation and data description of 
Mnemonic Instruction Method, technique of the data analysis, data analysis and 
the result of data analysis. 
A. Data Description 
 The research was conducted from 1
st 
April 2019 until 4
th
 Mei 2019 during 
5 meetings based on syllabus, lesson plan and appropriate material which had 
been prepare before and 2 meetings for try out and final test. The writer used two 
group design, so there were two classes taught. In this research, the sample are 
taken by using cluster random sampling. the writer took 60 students from two 
classes that are similar in score. Every group consists of 30 students as samples. 
The first group is called experimental group and the second group is called control 
group. The first class is experimental group that was taught by using Mnemonic 
Instruction. The writer got class VI A as experimental group. The second class is 
control group that was taught by Audio Lingual Method. The control group was 
class VI B. 
 According to the statement in the previous chapter, the writer used 
vocabulary test that was given from the samples of the research to collect data. 
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The type of the test is multiple choices. The multiple choices test consist of 50 
items that has four alternative answers (A,B,C or D). The students have 60 
minutes to do the test. 
 
Table. 3 
The summary of calculating Mean, Median, Modus, Standard Deviastion, 
and Variant for Experimental and Control Group 
Sample Mean Median Modus 
Standard 
Deviation 
Variant 
Experimental Group 76,4 74 70 9,042 81,766 
Control Group 70,9 69 68 9,594 92,052 
 
B. Data Analysis 
 Data analysis is the further step coleecting data. T-ratio formula is used to 
figure out the hypothesis, wheter there is a significant difference between students 
who are taught using MI and students who were taught using ALM. Before 
analyzing the data, there are some steps that should be done, they are computing 
the united variant and computing t-ratio which purpose to know wheter there is 
significant difference between the experimental group and the control group, from 
the data collect bellow. 
In which: 
n  = the number of sample Me = Median   S = Variant  
Rs= Range of score  Mo = Modus 
X = Mean   SD = Stndard Deviation 
 
After all of the data is collected and processed, the next steps is computing 
the united variant. Next, the writer tested hyphothesis using t-ratio formula. The 
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testing result finally is consulted to the t-table to decide if there is a significant 
difference or not.  
Before computed by using t-ratio, the writer find out the united variant 
first. Based on the computation, the writer found the combination of variants from 
the experimental and control group are 9,322. 
After the writer found result of the united variant. The writer computing t 
–test to know the result of significance of level of t table. From the complete 
computation in appendix, it is know that t-ratio 2,285 with degree of freedom (df) 
is (30+30) – 2 = 58 and level significant (α) is 5% (0,05) gained with t-table 
1,672. From the data absolutely that t-ratio is higher than t-table (2,285 >1,672). 
 
C. Discussion on the Result of Data Analysis 
According to the result  of study at the sixth graders of Madrasah 
Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut, the writer formulated that some discussion on 
the result of data analysis are as follows : 
First, the result from the experiment was found that students are enjoyed in 
teaching learning through mnemonic instruction. Students who are taught 
mnemonic instruction is easy to memorize some new words. This technique was 
effective to teach students’ vocabulary. Mnemonic instruction were acceptable for 
students in all of age. This statements is strengthen by the theory of Levin 1983 
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(as cited in James Coady and Thomas Huckin 1997:211) state that Mnemonic 
Instruction is adventageous for learners of all age of group.  
In implementing mnemonic instruction, they first had difficulties. They 
could not find the keyword  for subtituing the main word,  but after the teacher 
gave some example and  more explanations then repeated  this technique, they felt 
fun in applying it. They were divided into a group, so they can discuss together. 
The materials are taken from some text based on lesson plan. When the teacher 
taught, the students gave their full attention in learning process.  
In applying Mnemonic, there are some steps to make them easy. The 
teacher gave a text then the students are asked to find the difficult word. Students 
with their group have to find another word from their native which has similiar 
pronounce as a keyword. For example the word carrot has similiar pronounce with 
the word karet. The word karet became a keyword. From this keyword, they make 
a sentence in their language. So, students could remember the meaning of carrot 
by using a keyword  karet.  
According to Scott Thornbury (2001:23) This term was called articulatory 
loop. It is a process of subvocal repetition and it used phonologyical 
representation of a word.  Some students were active to present their result in front 
the class. In order to test their memorization, the teacher asked them randomly. 
The students could recall the words by remembering the sentences which the have 
been created. They have to answer the keyword which they have been made and 
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the main word.  Students who have a good mnemonic verbal, they can made a 
good association and their associative recall increased well. The materials and the 
keyword procedures made students enthusiastic in learning new words. The writer 
found that they can memorize the new words by using Mnemonic Instruction and 
their memory of words are increased. This statement is strengthen by the theory of 
Mastropieri,Scruggs,and Fulk 1990 (cited in Pillai 2007:113) stated that by using 
mnemonics, a learner can develop better ways to take information. Thus the 
students would be much easier to remember and retrieve their memory. 
Second, the writer found that the mean of experimental group is higher 
than the mean of control group (76,4 > 70,9).  It can be concluded that there is a 
significant diffeence between students who are taught by using Mnemonic 
Instruction and students who are not. In this case, the teacher gave same materials 
for both group. The different only on the teaching technique used. In control 
group, the students are only opened the dictionary to know the meaning of 
difficult word. They felt bored because there was no improvement of the learning 
process. After finishing the learning process in control group, the students were 
easy to forget the new words that they have learned, because they did not save the 
words in their long term memory. Students are save the new information in short 
term memory. After they received some lesson, some memory of them were run 
out.  
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From the result of the research finding above, the writer concludes that 
there is any significant difference between students who were taught using 
Mnemonic Instruction  and those who were taught using ALM. It can be seen 
based on the mean of each group in which the mean of experimental group is 76,4 
while the control group is 70,9. 
The writer also matches the computation to make sure the significance by 
consulting t-ratio and t-table. After counting t-ratio above, the result of t-ratio is 
2,285. Mean while, the level of significance α= 5% (0,05) with degree of freedom 
or df = 58, so t-table is 1,672. 
Based on the analysis of the data, it is said that t-ratio is higher than t-table 
(2,285> 1.672). As the t-ratio is higher than t-table, it showed that there is any 
significant difference between experimental and control group. Therefore, the 
writer concludes that Mnemonic Instruction is effective to be used in the teaching 
of vocabulary for the sixth grade students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin 
Kluwut in academic year 2018/2019.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION  
Vocabulary is one of the languange components. It is like the basic for the 
whole skill of English. Vocabulary is extremely large and varieties. Larger 
vocabulary the students have, can help them to use the four skills in English very 
well. Students who master enough vocabulary will find fewer difficulties than those 
who have fewer vocabularies. Moreover, students can communicate their ideas, 
knowledge, and voice more effectively when they build vocabulary mastery. In this 
chapter, it shows the conclusion and suggestion of the research. After the writer has 
done the research at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut, the writer has some 
conclusions and suggestions for doing the research in the future in order the research 
will be better than before. 
 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the results of the data analysis and research findings, at the sixth 
graders of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut in the academic year of 
2018/2019. The writer found some result that the use of mnemonic instruction give 
positive effect to the students in learning vocabulary. Mnemonic instruction gave 
them different ways in memorization words. The result of the computation showed 
that there is significant difference between students who are taught by using 
mnemonic instructon and those who are taught by using Audiolingual Method. 
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Mnemonic Instruction can increased their mnemonic verbal, because students should 
make the association based on the keyword itself. 
Next, the implementation of Mnemonic Instruction in teaching vocabulary can 
improve students‟ vocabulary mastery. During the treatment was conducted, 
Mnemonic Instruction succeeded in helping the students to explore their vocabulary 
through a deeper understanding conceptual knowledge by meaning word through 
figure it out. Through this method, the students were asked to brainstorm and to 
figure out as many as words related to the central word. Therefore, it could help the 
students to enrich the vocabulary and to remember words easily. Morever, the 
students become active participation both individually or in group while Mnemonic 
Instruction was applied in teaching vocabulary. 
Based on the finding and discussion in chapter IV, it could be concluded that 
Mnemonic Instruction was very effective to be used in the teaching of vocabulary in 
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut. It is proved by the result of t-ratio. From 
the result of data analysis that has been obtained t-ratio is 2,285 with level of 
significance 5% and the degree of freedom (df) 58, t-ratio is higher than t-table 
(2,285 1,672). 
It means that the hypothesis is accepted. Since the t-ratio was higher than the t-
table, there is a significant difference in the teaching vocabulary between students in 
experimental group who were taught by using Mnemonic Instruction and students in 
control group who were taught by Audiolingual Method.  
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The score of experimental group was higher than the score of control group. It 
means that the experimental group  is better than the control group. Therefore, the 
writer takes a conclusion that the applying of Mnemonic Instruction effective to be 
used in the teaching of vocabulary for the sixth grade students of Madrasah 
Ibtidaiyah Al Mujahidin Kluwut in academic years 2018/2019. 
 
B. Suggestions 
Based on the result that has been reached, the writer tries to give some 
suggestions which can be done to support this research. Here are the suggestions: 
1. For the readers: 
The success of teaching and learning process depends on several factors 
namely teacher, learner, and technique which are used in teaching learning 
process. The most important thing in teaching learning process is teaching method 
or technique. Concerning from the problem above the teacher should uses an 
appropriate technique to make the learner comprehend more about the material of 
vocabulary mastery which the teacher explains and will make students enjoy and 
easy to learn and understand a words. 
2. For the english teachers:  
a. Should give motivation to the students, so that they can more creative, 
confident, and be themselves.  
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b. Use a new method and  technique in learning English according to the 
times. 
c. Use media to support the teaching learning process, for example by 
Proyektor for students’ vocabulary mastery. They will make the students 
feel enjoyable and fun during learning English. 
d. Create an intensive environment during the learning is also terribly 
recommend in order to make the students to be more active, creative, and 
innovative. 
3. For the Students: 
Students should study more and respond in learning process, they should 
be more interested in English study, and they should improve their ability in 
English especially in vocabulary mastery. 
Mnemonic Instruction (MI)  can be an alternative technique to improve the 
teaching and learning process. It can give input to Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in order to 
realize that the problem of learning the English languange which might be 
encountered in the classroom can be solve through vocabulary mastery, which 
enables teachers to treat their students well. Finally, the writer hopes that the 
result of the research will give the contribution to develop students’ reading 
achievement in English especially for students of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Equality of Sample 
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TABLE. 4 
Middle Semester Test Score of Sample 
VI A 
 
VI B 
No. Name Score 
 
No. Name Score 
1 Adela Maelani 73 
 
1 Andhika Priyandana Arrosyid 32 
2 Agung Dwi Winarto 90 
 
2 Andriyanto 90 
3 Ainun Madinah 98 
 
3 Arkan Malika Ramadhan 97 
4 Akhmad Syifa Habiballah Al Khaedar 72 
 
4 Ayu Nadia Kurniasih 45 
5 Anip Saputra 85 
 
5 Della Oktavia 80 
6 Azitiyo Maulana 85 
 
6 Den Arya Gunawan 65 
7 Chintya Anggie Wardhani 90 
 
7 Eka Afriliyani 88 
8 Diajeng Nurcahya Putri 55 
 
8 Ela Kustiani 50 
9 Eka Safita Asri 95 
 
9 Faiz Ramadhon 100 
10 Erfani Putri Caesar Meilani 92 
 
10 Fernanda Fadila Hafiz 55 
11 Evan Tiyas Bani 92 
 
11 Imam Nursalim 78 
12 Fajar Syahru Ramadhan 85 
 
12 Kiki May serly 60 
13 Faisal Ferdiansyah 57 
 
13 Komari Ikhsan 78 
14 Faiz Rizkhi Pratama 88 
 
14 Kurisah 98 
15 Gita Anggi Septiana 75 
 
15 Nabila Septiyani 90 
16 Indah Ratna Sari 90 
 
16 Nazrilia Anjani 90 
17 Jefri Azmi Maulana 90 
 
17 Nurul Hikmah 68 
18 Jenni Felicia 52 
 
18 Ratu Tulandani Dwi Sachta 90 
19 Julio Aditya Fachri Ramadani 68 
 
19 Ririn Febriani Khoerunisa 92 
20 Khayya Nafisa Zain 82 
 
20 Rokhimatun Jamil 70 
21 Khofifatul Amaliyah 92 
 
21 Sarmilah 88 
22 Kuswatun Khasanah 78 
 
22 Sherly Anindia 60 
23 Mukhamad Aziz Abdul Rouf 55 
 
23 Sofiyatun Nurhikmah 58 
24 Nandita Wulandari 32 
 
24 Tia Apriyani 82 
25 Nikhlatul Fadilah 95 
 
25 Tiara Cahya Ningsih 88 
26 Oni Saputra 90 
 
26 Vegga Kaharunia Kholid Saputra 98 
27 Putri Ayu Wiyaningsih 90 
 
27 Vika Fani Amalia 100 
28 Rifqi Nurfadhilah 88 
 
28 Windi astute 60 
29 Riyaldi 92 
 
29 Winingsih 80 
30 Rizki Hakim Aji Irawan Abdul Nur Hakim 70 
 
30 Yasfi'i Oufan 65 
31 Safarudin 85 
 
31 Zidni Rizqi Pratama 78 
32 Sayid Abdurohman 32 
 
      
  Σ(X1) 2513 
 
  Σ(X1) 2373 
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1. Mean 
VI A 
In which:  1X = 2513 
 n1 = 32 
 1X  
1
1
n
X
  
  =  
    
  
 
  = 78,5 
VI B 
In which:  2X = 2373 
 n2 = 31 
 2X  
2
2
n
X
  
  = 
    
  
 
  = 76,5 
2. Median 
VI A 
32 32 52 55 55 57 
68 70 72 73 75 78 
82 85 85 85 85 88 
88 90 90 90 90 90 
90 92 92 92 92 95 
95 98         
  
The middle score of data above is in eighthy 
five and eighthy five. Therefore, the median 
is 85. 
Me1 = 
     
 
 
 = 
   
 
 
  = 85 
 
VI B 
32 45 50 55 58 60 
60 60 65 65 68 70 
78 78 78 80 80 82 
88 88 88 90 90 90 
90 92 97 98 98 100 
100           
 
The middle score of data above is in eighthy. 
Therefore, the median is 80. 
Me2 80  
 
3. Modus 
VI A (Mo1) = 90 
VI B (Mo2) = 90   
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TABLE.5 
Standard Deviation of VI A 
No Name xᵢ 
 
 
 
1 Adela Maelani 73 78,5 -5,5 30,25 
2 Agung Dwi Winarto 90 78,5 11,5 132,25 
3 Ainun Madinah 98 78,5 19,5 380,25 
4 Akhmad Syifa Habiballah Al Khaedar 72 78,5 -6,5 42,25 
5 Anip Saputra 85 78,5 6,5 42,25 
6 Azitiyo Maulana 85 78,5 6,5 42,25 
7 Chintya Anggie Wardhani 90 78,5 11,5 132,25 
8 Diajeng Nurcahya Putri 55 78,5 -23,5 552,25 
9 Eka Safita Asri 95 78,5 16,5 272,25 
10 Erfani Putri Caesar Meilani 92 78,5 13,5 182,25 
11 Evan Tiyas Bani 92 78,5 13,5 182,25 
12 Fajar Syahru Ramadhan 85 78,5 6,5 42,25 
13 Faisal Ferdiansyah 57 78,5 -21,5 462,25 
14 Faiz Rizkhi Pratama 88 78,5 9,5 90,25 
15 Gita Anggi Septiana 75 78,5 -3,5 12,25 
16 Indah Ratna Sari 90 78,5 11,5 132,25 
17 Jefri Azmi Maulana 90 78,5 11,5 132,25 
18 Jenni Felicia 52 78,5 -26,5 702,25 
19 Julio Aditya Fachri Ramadani 68 78,5 -10,5 110,25 
20 Khayya Nafisa Zain 82 78,5 3,5 12,25 
21 Khofifatul Amaliyah 92 78,5 13,5 182,25 
22 Kuswatun Khasanah 78 78,5 -0,5 0,25 
23 Mukhamad Aziz Abdul Rouf 55 78,5 -23,5 552,25 
24 Nandita Wulandari 32 78,5 -46,5 2162,25 
25 Nikhlatul Fadilah 95 78,5 16,5 272,25 
26 Oni Saputra 90 78,5 11,5 132,25 
27 Putri Ayu Wiyaningsih 90 78,5 11,5 132,25 
28 Rifqi Nurfadhilah 88 78,5 9,5 90,25 
29 Riyaldi 92 78,5 13,5 182,25 
30 Rizki Hakim Aji Irawan Abdul Nur Hakim 70 78,5 -8,5 72,25 
31 Safarudin 85 78,5 6,5 42,25 
32 Sayid Abdurohman 32 78,5 -46,5 2162,25 
Σ(xᵢ-x₁)² 9670 
 
  
1x  1xxi   
2
1xxi 
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TABLE. 6 
Standard Deviation of VI B 
No Name xᵢ 
 
 
 
1 Andhika Priyandana Arrosyid 32 76,5 -44,5 1980,25 
2 Andriyanto 90 76,5 13,5 182,25 
3 Arkan Malika Ramadhan 97 76,5 20,5 420,25 
4 Ayu Nadia Kurniasih 45 76,5 -31,5 992,25 
5 Della Oktavia 80 76,5 3,5 12,25 
6 Den Arya Gunawan 65 76,5 -11,5 132,25 
7 Eka Afriliyani 88 76,5 11,5 132,25 
8 Ela Kustiani 50 76,5 -26,5 702,25 
9 Faiz Ramadhon 100 76,5 23,5 552,25 
10 Fernanda Fadila Hafiz 55 76,5 -21,5 462,25 
11 Imam Nursalim 78 76,5 1,5 2,25 
12 Kiki May serly 60 76,5 -16,5 272,25 
13 Komari Ikhsan 78 76,5 1,5 2,25 
14 Kurisah 98 76,5 21,5 462,25 
15 Nabila Septiyani 90 76,5 13,5 182,25 
16 Nazrilia Anjani 90 76,5 13,5 182,25 
17 Nurul Hikmah 68 76,5 -8,5 72,25 
18 Ratu Tulandani Dwi Sachta 90 76,5 13,5 182,25 
19 Ririn Febriani Khoerunisa 92 76,5 15,5 240,25 
20 Rokhimatun Jamil 70 76,5 -6,5 42,25 
21 Sarmilah 88 76,5 11,5 132,25 
22 Sherly Anindia 60 76,5 -16,5 272,25 
23 Sofiyatun Nurhikmah 58 76,5 -18,5 342,25 
24 Tia Apriyani 82 76,5 5,5 30,25 
25 Tiara Cahya Ningsih 88 76,5 11,5 132,25 
26 Vegga Kaharunia Kholid Saputra 98 76,5 21,5 462,25 
27 Vika Fani Amalia 100 76,5 23,5 552,25 
28 Windi astute 60 76,5 -16,5 272,25 
29 Winingsih 80 76,5 3,5 12,25 
30 Yasfi'i Oufan 65 76,5 -11,5 132,25 
31 Zidni Rizqi Pratama 78 76,5 1,5 2,25 
Σ(xᵢ-x₁)² 9551,75 
1x  1xxi   
2
1xxi 
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4. Standard Deviation 
VI A 
SD1 = 
 
11
2
1


n
xxi
 
  = 
    
    
 
  = 
    
  
 
 =          
 = 17,662 
The variant of Experimental Group: 
(S1)
2
 = (SD1)
2 
 = (17,662)
2 
 = 311,946 
VI B  
SD1 = 
 
11
2
1


n
xxi
 
  = 
      
    
 
  = 
       
  
 
 =          
 = 17,843 
The variant of Experimental Group: 
(S1)
2
 = (SD1)
2 
 = (17,662)
2 
= 311,946
 
The variant of Control Group: 
(S2)
2
 = (SD2)
2 
 = (17,843)
2 
  = 318,373 
 
5. United Variant 
The formulas as follow: 
   
2
11
21
2
22
2
112



nn
SnSn
S
 
In which: 
S
2
 = United Variant 
S1 = Deviation standard of group 1 
S2 = Deviation standard of group 2 
n1 = Number of sample of group 1 
n2 = Number of sample of group 2 
 
From the data, the writer finds united 
variant of two groups. It can be seen 
as follows: 
   
2
11
21
2
22
2
112



nn
SnSn
S
 
=
                           
       
 
= 
                       
  
 
= 
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=
         
  
 
= 315,107 
S =         
= 17,751 
 
6. T-ratio 
The formula is as follows: 
t =  
21
21
11
nn
s
XX


 
 
In which: 
t = t-ratio 
1X  = Mean score of group 1 
2X = Mean score of group 2 
S = Combined variants 
n1 = The number of group 1 
n2  = The number of group 2 
 
From the data, the writer finds t-ratio 
of two groups. It can be seen as 
follows: 
t =  
21
21
11
nn
s
XX


 
t =  
        
      
 
  
 
 
  
 
t =  
 
             
 t =  
 
     
 t= 0,445
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APPENDIX 2 
Validity and Reliability of the Test 
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TABLE.7 
Data Analisis Validity VI C 
No. Name X Y X² Y² XY 
1 Andi Kurniawan 78 78 6084 6084 6084 
2 Arsyad Kukuh Al Mukmin 88 90 7744 8100 7920 
3 Arya Fatih Jumansyah 76 72 5776 5184 5472 
4 Azaria Safinatunnajah 74 75 5476 5625 5550 
5 Elang Candra Purani 80 85 6400 7225 6800 
6 Elis Nurul Arifin 86 88 7396 7744 7568 
7 Faisal 70 68 4900 4624 4760 
8 Hilyatul Aulia 82 80 6724 6400 6560 
9 Ilhan Istiana Ramadani 74 72 5476 5184 5328 
10 Intan Setya Utami 70 82 4900 6724 5740 
11 Ishaq Ramadani 80 85 6400 7225 6800 
12 Jenal Saefullah 76 78 5776 6084 5928 
13 M. Ilham Syauqi 84 82 7056 6724 6888 
14 Moza Azka Namira 76 75 5776 5625 5700 
15 Muhammad Fardan Yudistira 90 95 8100 9025 8550 
16 Muqbil Al Bilhaqi 82 82 6724 6724 6724 
17 Najwa Ad Daulah Ahada 84 85 7056 7225 7140 
18 Relo Ezi Pratama 86 88 7396 7744 7568 
19 Resti Amelia 54 45 2916 2025 2430 
20 Retno Ikhmah Mella Sari 72 85 5184 7225 6120 
21 Salsabila Qurotun Aeni 84 92 7056 8464 7728 
22 Sheilla Oktavia Ramadhani 78 80 6084 6400 6240 
23 Siti Sandora 90 98 8100 9604 8820 
24 Subhan Ma'mun 78 85 6084 7225 6630 
25 Taufik Maulana 86 85 7396 7225 7310 
26 Mohamad Tegar 76 82 5776 6724 6232 
27 Tiara Fani Nur Aini 90 90 8100 8100 8100 
28 Windi Deswitasari 78 75 6084 5625 5850 
29 Zaskia Nafidah Rokhmah 76 75 5776 5625 5700 
30 Khaelas surur 70 68 4900 4624 4760 
31 M. Ibrohim 90 88 8100 7744 7920 
32 Fadil Pratama Putra 66 60 4356 3600 3960 
Σ 2524 2568 201072 209480 204880 
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Computing External Validity 
Rxy  =
  
        2222 
 


yyNxxN
yxxyN
 
  In which: 
  Rxy  = Coefficient correlation of variable X and variable Y 
  N  = The total of subject experiment 
  X  = The score of the try out 
  Y  = The score of middle semester test 
   
 N  = 32  
∑X  = 2524 
∑Y  = 2568 
∑X2  = 201072 
∑Y2  = 209480 
∑XY  = 204880 
 
rxy  =
  
        2222 
 


yyNxxN
yxxyN
 
    
                        
                                      
 
 
    
                    
                                   
  
    
        
                
 
 
    
        
             
 
 
    
        
         
 
 
Rxy  = 0,882 
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TABLE.8 
Data Analisis Reliability VI C 
No. Name 
Total 
Score 
X Y X² Y² XY 
1 Andi Kurniawan 39 20 19 400 361 380 
2 Arsyad Kukuh Al Mukmin 44 21 23 441 529 483 
3 Arya Fatih Jumansyah 38 23 15 529 225 345 
4 Azaria Safinatunnajah 37 20 17 400 289 340 
5 Elang Candra Purani 40 20 20 400 400 400 
6 Elis Nurul Arifin 43 21 22 441 484 462 
7 Faisal 35 17 18 289 324 306 
8 Hilyatul Aulia 41 23 18 529 324 414 
9 Ilhan Istiana Ramadani 37 21 16 441 256 336 
10 Intan Setya Utami 35 20 15 400 225 300 
11 Ishaq Ramadani 40 19 21 361 441 399 
12 Jenal Saefullah 38 21 17 441 289 357 
13 M. Ilham Syauqi 42 22 20 484 400 440 
14 Moza Azka Namira 38 18 20 324 400 360 
15 Muhammad Fardan Yudistira 45 23 22 529 484 506 
16 Muqbil Al Bilhaqi 41 22 19 484 361 418 
17 Najwa Ad Daulah Ahada 42 22 20 484 400 440 
18 Relo Ezi Pratama 43 22 21 484 441 462 
19 Resti Amelia 27 16 11 256 121 176 
20 Retno Ikhmah Mella Sari 36 19 17 361 289 323 
21 Salsabila Qurotun Aeni 42 23 19 529 361 437 
22 Sheilla Oktavia Ramadhani 39 19 20 361 400 380 
23 Siti Sandora 45 22 23 484 529 506 
24 Subhan Ma'mun 39 20 19 400 361 380 
25 Taufik Maulana 43 22 21 484 441 462 
26 Mohamad Tegar 38 19 19 361 361 361 
27 Tiara Fani Nur Aini 45 25 20 625 400 500 
28 Windi Deswitasari 39 19 20 361 400 380 
29 Zaskia Nafidah Rokhmah 38 21 17 441 289 357 
30 Khaelas surur 35 18 17 324 289 306 
31 M. Ibrohim 45 23 22 529 484 506 
32 Fadil Pratama Putra 33 15 18 225 324 270 
Σ 1262 656 606 13602 11682 12492 
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Computing Reliability of the Test 
 
    
     
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
  In which: 
  r11  = reliability of the instrument 
 
 
 
 
 
= rxy = Index correlation between two sphere of instrument 
 
N  = 32  
∑X  = 656 
∑Y  = 606 
∑X2  = 13602 
∑Y2  = 11682 
∑XY  = 12492 
 
rxy  =
  
        2222 
 


yyNxxN
yxxyN
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APPENDIX 3 
Data Analysis of Experimental Group and 
Control Group 
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Table. 9 
The score of vocabulary test of the students who were taught by using Mnemonic 
Instruction (Experimental Group) and students who were taught by using 
AudioLingual Method (Control Group) 
No. Name Score 
 
No. Name Score 
1 Adela Maelani 90  
1 Andhika Priyandana Arrosyid 68 
2 Agung Dwi Winarto 78 
 
2 Andriyanto 72 
3 Ainun Madinah 70 
 
3 Arkan Malika Ramadhan 68 
4 Akhmad Syifa Habiballah Al Khaedar 68 
 
4 Ayu Nadia Kurniasih 76 
5 Anip Saputra 78 
 
5 Della Oktavia 88 
6 Azitiyo Maulana 70 
 
6 Den Arya Gunawan 66 
7 Chintya Anggie Wardhani 68 
 
7 Eka Afriliyani 80 
8 Diajeng Nurcahya Putri 72 
 
8 Ela Kustiani 68 
9 Eka Safita Asri 86 
 
9 Faiz Ramadhon 76 
10 Erfani Putri Caesar Meilani 70 
 
10 Fernanda Fadila Hafiz 56 
11 Evan Tiyas Bani 72 
 
11 Imam Nursalim 88 
12 Fajar Syahru Ramadhan 74 
 
12 Kiki May serly 52 
13 Faisal Ferdiansyah 86 
 
13 Komari Ikhsan 62 
14 Faiz Rizkhi Pratama 92 
 
14 Kurisah 90 
15 Gita Anggi Septiana 84 
 
15 Nabila Septiyani 64 
16 Indah Ratna Sari 68 
 
16 Nazrilia Anjani 72 
17 Jefri Azmi Maulana 86 
 
17 Nurul Hikmah 68 
18 Jenni Felicia 74 
 
18 Ratu Tulandani Dwi Sachta 80 
19 Julio Aditya Fachri Ramadani 68 
 
19 Ririn Febriani Khoerunisa 74 
20 Khayya Nafisa Zain 76 
 
20 Rokhimatun Jamil 62 
21 Khofifatul Amaliyah 90 
 
21 Sarmilah 82 
22 Kuswatun Khasanah 72 
 
22 Sherly Anindia 58 
23 Mukhamad Aziz Abdul Rouf 98 
 
23 Sofiyatun Nurhikmah 80 
24 Nandita Wulandari 70 
 
24 Tia Apriyani 78 
25 Nikhlatul Fadilah 78 
 
25 Tiara Cahya Ningsih 64 
26 Oni Saputra 70 
 
26 Vegga Kaharunia Kholid S 72 
27 Putri Ayu Wiyaningsih 76 
 
27 Vika Fani Amalia 68 
28 Rifqi Nurfadhilah 62 
 
28 Windi astute 64 
29 Riyaldi 64 
 
29 Winingsih 70 
30 Rizki Hakim Aji Irawan Abdul NH 82 
 
30 Yasfi'i Oufan 60 
  Σ(X1) 2292 
 
  Σ(X1) 2126 
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Computing Mean, Median, Modus, Standard Deviation, United Variant, and T-
ratio 
1. Mean 
Experimental Group 
In which:  1X  = 2292 
 n1 = 30 
 1X  
1
1
n
X
  
  
30
2292
  
  4,76  
Control Group 
In which:  2X  = 2126 
 n2 = 30 
 2X  
2
2
n
X
  
  
30
2126
  
  9,70  
 
2. Median 
Experimental Group 
62 64 68 68 68 68 
70 70 70 70 70 72 
72 72 74 74 76 76 
78 78 78 82 84 86 
86 86 90 90 92 98 
The middle score of data above is in 
fifteenth and sixteenth. Therefore, the 
median is 74. 
Me1 
2
7474
  
2
148
  
  74  
Control Group 
52 56 58 60 62 62 
64 64 64 66 68 68 
68 68 68 70 72 72 
72 74 76 76 78 80 
80 80 82 88 88 90 
The middle score of data above is in 
fifteenth and sixteenth. Therefore, the 
median is 69. 
Me2 
2
7068
  
2
138
  
  69  
 
 
3. Modus 
Experimental Group 
(Mo1) = 70 
Control Group 
(Mo2) = 68 
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Table.10 
Standard Deviation of Experimental Group 
 
No. Name 
ix   1x  
 1xxi 
 
 21xxi 
 
1 Adela Maelani 90 76,4 13,6 184,96 
2 Agung Dwi Winarto 78 76,4 1,6 2,56 
3 Ainun Madinah 70 76,4 -6,4 40,96 
4 Akhmad Syifa Habiballah Al. K 68 76,4 -8,4 70,56 
5 Anip Saputra 78 76,4 1,6 2,56 
6 Azitiyo Maulana 70 76,4 -6,4 40,96 
7 Chintya Anggie Wardhani 68 76,4 -8,4 70,56 
8 Diajeng Nurcahya Putri 72 76,4 -4,4 19,36 
9 Eka Safita Asri 86 76,4 9,6 92,16 
10 Erfani Putri Caesar Meilani 70 76,4 -6,4 40,96 
11 Evan Tiyas Bani 72 76,4 -4,4 19,36 
12 Fajar Syahru Ramadhan 74 76,4 -2,4 5,76 
13 Faisal Ferdiansyah 86 76,4 9,6 92,16 
14 Faiz Rizkhi Pratama 92 76,4 15,6 243,36 
15 Gita Anggi Septiana 84 76,4 7,6 57,76 
16 Indah Ratna Sari 68 76,4 -8,4 70,56 
17 Jefri Azmi Maulana 86 76,4 9,6 92,16 
18 Jenni Felicia 74 76,4 -2,4 5,76 
19 Julio Aditya Fachri Ramadani 68 76,4 -8,4 70,56 
20 Khayya Nafisa Zain 76 76,4 -0,4 0,16 
21 Khofifatul Amaliyah 90 76,4 13,6 184,96 
22 Kuswatun Khasanah 72 76,4 -4,4 19,36 
23 Mukhamad Aziz Abdul Rouf 98 76,4 21,6 466,56 
24 Nandita Wulandari 70 76,4 -6,4 40,96 
25 Nikhlatul Fadilah 78 76,4 1,6 2,56 
26 Oni Saputra 70 76,4 -6,4 40,96 
27 Putri Ayu Wiyaningsih 76 76,4 -0,4 0,16 
28 Rifqi Nurfadhilah 62 76,4 -14,4 207,36 
29 Riyaldi 64 76,4 -12,4 153,76 
30 Rizki Hakim Aji Irawan Abdul N.H 82 76,4 5,6 31,36 
   
2
1xxi  2371,2 
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Table. 11 
Standard Deviation of Control Group 
 
No. Name 
ix  2x  
 2xxi 
 
 22xxi 
 
1 Andhika Priyandana Arrosyid 68 70,9 -2,9 8,41 
2 Andriyanto 72 70,9 1,1 1,21 
3 Arkan Malika Ramadhan 68 70,9 -2,9 8,41 
4 Ayu Nadia Kurniasih 76 70,9 5,1 26,01 
5 Della Oktavia 88 70,9 17,1 292,41 
6 Den Arya Gunawan 66 70,9 -4,9 24,01 
7 Eka Afriliyani 80 70,9 9,1 82,81 
8 Ela Kustiani 68 70,9 -2,9 8,41 
9 Faiz Ramadhon 76 70,9 5,1 26,01 
10 Fernanda Fadila Hafiz 56 70,9 -14,9 222,01 
11 Imam Nursalim 88 70,9 17,1 292,41 
12 Kiki May serly 52 70,9 -18,9 357,21 
13 Komari Ikhsan 62 70,9 -8,9 79,21 
14 Kurisah 90 70,9 19,1 364,81 
15 Nabila Septiyani 64 70,9 -6,9 47,61 
16 Nazrilia Anjani 72 70,9 1,1 1,21 
17 Nurul Hikmah 68 70,9 -2,9 8,41 
18 Ratu Tulandani Dwi Sachta 80 70,9 9,1 82,81 
19 Ririn Febriani Khoerunisa 74 70,9 3,1 9,61 
20 Rokhimatun Jamil 62 70,9 -8,9 79,21 
21 Sarmilah 82 70,9 11,1 123,21 
22 Sherly Anindia 58 70,9 -12,9 166,41 
23 Sofiyatun Nurhikmah 80 70,9 9,1 82,81 
24 Tia Apriyani 78 70,9 7,1 50,41 
25 Tiara Cahya Ningsih 64 70,9 -6,9 47,61 
26 Vegga Kaharunia Kholid Saputra 72 70,9 1,1 1,21 
27 Vika Fani Amalia 68 70,9 -2,9 8,41 
28 Windi astuti 64 70,9 -6,9 47,61 
29 Winingsih 70 70,9 -0,9 0,81 
30 Yasfi'i Oufan 60 70,9 -10,9 118,81 
   
2
2xxi  2669,5  
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4. Standard Deviation 
Experimental Group 
SD1 = 
 
11
2
1


n
xxi
 
  = 
130
2,2371

 
  = 
29
2,2371
 
 = 766,81  
 = 9,042 
The variant of Experimental Group: 
(S1)
2
 = (SD1)
2 
 = (9,042)
2 
 = 81,766 
Control Group 
SD2 = 
 
12
2
2


n
xxi
 
 = 
130
5,2669

 
 = 
29
5,2669
 
  = 052,92  
  = 9,594 
The variant of Control Group: 
(S2)
2
 = (SD2)
2 
 = (9,594)
2 
  = 92,052 
 
 
 
 
5. United Variant 
The formulas as follow: 
   
2
11
21
2
22
2
112



nn
SnSn
S
 
In which: 
S
2
 = United Variant 
S1 = Deviation standard of group 1 
S2 = Deviation standard of group 2 
n1 = Number of sample of group 1 
n2 = Number of sample of group 2 
 
From the data, the writer finds 
united variant of two groups. It can 
be seen as follows: 
   
2
11
21
2
22
2
112



nn
SnSn
S
 
   
23030
052,92130766,81130



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   
58
052,9229766,8129 
  
58
5,26692,2371 
  
58
7,5040
  
909,86  
909,86S  
322,9  
 
6. T-ratio 
The formula is as follows: 
t =  
21
21
11
nn
s
XX


 
 
In which: 
t = t-ratio 
1X  = Mean score of group 1 
2X = Mean score of group 2 
S = Combined variants 
n1 = The number of group 1 
n2  = The number of group 2 
 
From the data, the writer finds t-
ratio of two groups. It can be seen as 
follows: 
t =  
21
21
11
nn
s
XX


 
t =  
30
1
30
1
322,9
9,704,76


 
t =  
258,0322,9
5,5

 
t =  
407,2
5,5
 t =  285,2  
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APPENDIX 4 
T-Table and R-Table 
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T-Table 
 
d.f. TINGKAT 
SIGNIFIKANSI 
dua sisi 20% 10% 5% 2% 1% 0,2% 0,1% 
satu sisi 10% 5% 2,5% 1% 0,5% 0,1% 0,05% 
1 3,078 6,314 12,706 31,821 63,657 318,309 636,619 
2 1,886 2,920 4,303 6,965 9,925 22,327 31,599 
3 1,638 2,353 3,182 4,541 5,841 10,215 12,924 
4 1,533 2,132 2,776 3,747 4,604 7,173 8,610 
5 1,476 2,015 2,571 3,365 4,032 5,893 6,869 
6 1,440 1,943 2,447 3,143 3,707 5,208 5,959 
7 1,415 1,895 2,365 2,998 3,499 4,785 5,408 
8 1,397 1,860 2,306 2,896 3,355 4,501 5,041 
9 1,383 1,833 2,262 2,821 3,250 4,297 4,781 
10 1,372 1,812 2,228 2,764 3,169 4,144 4,587 
11 1,363 1,796 2,201 2,718 3,106 4,025 4,437 
12 1,356 1,782 2,179 2,681 3,055 3,930 4,318 
13 1,350 1,771 2,160 2,650 3,012 3,852 4,221 
14 1,345 1,761 2,145 2,624 2,977 3,787 4,140 
15 1,341 1,753 2,131 2,602 2,947 3,733 4,073 
16 1,337 1,746 2,120 2,583 2,921 3,686 4,015 
17 1,333 1,740 2,110 2,567 2,898 3,646 3,965 
18 1,330 1,734 2,101 2,552 2,878 3,610 3,922 
19 1,328 1,729 2,093 2,539 2,861 3,579 3,883 
20 1,325 1,725 2,086 2,528 2,845 3,552 3,850 
21 1,323 1,721 2,080 2,518 2,831 3,527 3,819 
22 1,321 1,717 2,074 2,508 2,819 3,505 3,792 
23 1,319 1,714 2,069 2,500 2,807 3,485 3,768 
24 1,318 1,711 2,064 2,492 2,797 3,467 3,745 
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25 1,316 1,708 2,060 2,485 2,787 3,450 3,725 
26 1,315 1,706 2,056 2,479 2,779 3,435 3,707 
27 1,314 1,703 2,052 2,473 2,771 3,421 3,690 
28 1,313 1,701 2,048 2,467 2,763 3,408 3,674 
29 1,311 1,699 2,045 2,462 2,756 3,396 3,659 
30 1,310 1,697 2,042 2,457 2,750 3,385 3,646 
31 1,309 1,696 2,040 2,453 2,744 3,375 3,633 
32 1,309 1,694 2,037 2,449 2,738 3,365 3,622 
33 1,308 1,692 2,035 2,445 2,733 3,356 3,611 
34 1,307 1,691 2,032 2,441 2,728 3,348 3,601 
35 1,306 1,690 2,030 2,438 2,724 3,340 3,591 
36 1,306 1,688 2,028 2,434 2,719 3,333 3,582 
37 1,305 1,687 2,026 2,431 2,715 3,326 3,574 
38 1,304 1,686 2,024 2,429 2,712 3,319 3,566 
39 1,304 1,685 2,023 2,426 2,708 3,313 3,558 
40 1,303 1,684 2,021 2,423 2,704 3,307 3,551 
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41 1,303 1,683 2,020 2,421 2,701 3,301 3,544 
42 1,302 1,682 2,018 2,418 2,698 3,296 3,538 
43 1,302 1,681 2,017 2,416 2,695 3,291 3,532 
44 1,301 1,680 2,015 2,414 2,692 3,286 3,526 
45 1,301 1,679 2,014 2,412 2,690 3,281 3,520 
46 1,300 1,679 2,013 2,410 2,687 3,277 3,515 
47 1,300 1,678 2,012 2,408 2,685 3,273 3,510 
48 1,299 1,677 2,011 2,407 2,682 3,269 3,505 
49 1,299 1,677 2,010 2,405 2,680 3,265 3,500 
50 1,299 1,676 2,009 2,403 2,678 3,261 3,496 
51 1,298 1,675 2,008 2,402 2,676 3,258 3,492 
52 1,298 1,675 2,007 2,400 2,674 3,255 3,488 
53 1,298 1,674 2,006 2,399 2,672 3,251 3,484 
54 1,297 1,674 2,005 2,397 2,670 3,248 3,480 
55 1,297 1,673 2,004 2,396 2,668 3,245 3,476 
56 1,297 1,673 2,003 2,395 2,667 3,242 3,473 
57 1,297 1,672 2,002 2,394 2,665 3,239 3,470 
58 1,296 1,672 2,002 2,392 2,663 3,237 3,466 
59 1,296 1,671 2,001 2,391 2,662 3,234 3,463 
60 1,296 1,671 2,000 2,390 2,660 3,232 3,460 
61 1,296 1,670 2,000 2,389 2,659 3,229 3,457 
62 1,295 1,670 1,999 2,388 2,657 3,227 3,454 
63 1,295 1,669 1,998 2,387 2,656 3,225 3,452 
64 1,295 1,669 1,998 2,386 2,655 3,223 3,449 
65 1,295 1,669 1,997 2,385 2,654 3,220 3,447 
66 1,295 1,668 1,997 2,384 2,652 3,218 3,444 
67 1,294 1,668 1,996 2,383 2,651 3,216 3,442 
68 1,294 1,668 1,995 2,382 2,650 3,214 3,439 
69 1,294 1,667 1,995 2,382 2,649 3,213 3,437 
70 1,294 1,667 1,994 2,381 2,648 3,211 3,435 
71 1,294 1,667 1,994 2,380 2,647 3,209 3,433 
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72 1,293 1,666 1,993 2,379 2,646 3,207 3,431 
73 1,293 1,666 1,993 2,379 2,645 3,206 3,429 
74 1,293 1,666 1,993 2,378 2,644 3,204 3,427 
75 1,293 1,665 1,992 2,377 2,643 3,202 3,425 
76 1,293 1,665 1,992 2,376 2,642 3,201 3,423 
77 1,293 1,665 1,991 2,376 2,641 3,199 3,421 
78 1,292 1,665 1,991 2,375 2,640 3,198 3,420 
79 1,292 1,664 1,990 2,374 2,640 3,197 3,418 
80 1,292 1,664 1,990 2,374 2,639 3,195 3,416 
81 1,292 1,664 1,990 2,373 2,638 3,194 3,415 
82 1,292 1,664 1,989 2,373 2,637 3,193 3,413 
83 1,292 1,663 1,989 2,372 2,636 3,191 3,412 
84 1,292 1,663 1,989 2,372 2,636 3,190 3,410 
85 1,292 1,663 1,988 2,371 2,635 3,189 3,409 
86 1,291 1,663 1,988 2,370 2,634 3,188 3,407 
87 1,291 1,663 1,988 2,370 2,634 3,187 3,406 
88 1,291 1,662 1,987 2,369 2,633 3,185 3,405 
89 1,291 1,662 1,987 2,369 2,632 3,184 3,403 
90 1,291 1,662 1,987 2,368 2,632 3,183 3,402 
91 1,291 1,662 1,986 2,368 2,631 3,182 3,401 
92 1,291 1,662 1,986 2,368 2,630 3,181 3,399 
93 1,291 1,661 1,986 2,367 2,630 3,180 3,398 
94 1,291 1,661 1,986 2,367 2,629 3,179 3,397 
95 1,291 1,661 1,985 2,366 2,629 3,178 3,396 
96 1,290 1,661 1,985 2,366 2,628 3,177 3,395 
97 1,290 1,661 1,985 2,365 2,627 3,176 3,394 
98 1,290 1,661 1,984 2,365 2,627 3,175 3,393 
99 1,290 1,660 1,984 2,365 2,626 3,175 3,392 
100 1,290 1,660 1,984 2,364 2,626 3,174 3,390 
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R-Table 
 
N       Significant Level 
             5%          1% 
N       Significant Level 
            5%           1% 
N          Significant Level 
                5%           1% 
3        0,997       0,999      
4        0,950       0,990 
5        0,878       0,959 
 
6        0,811       0,917 
7        0,754       0,874 
8        0,707       0,834 
9        0,666       0,798 
10      0,632       0,765 
 
11      0,602       0,735 
12      0,576       0,708 
13      0,553       0,684 
14      0,532       0,661 
15      0,514       0,641 
 
16      0,497       0,625 
17      0,482       0,606 
18      0,468       0,590 
19      0,456       0,575 
20      0,444       0,561 
 
21      0,433       0,543 
22      0,423       0,537 
23      0,413       0,526 
24      0,404       0,516 
25      0,396       0,505 
 
26      0,388       0,496 
27      0,381       0,487 
28      0,374       0,478 
 
29      0,367       0,470 
30      0,361       0,463 
31      0,355       0,456 
32      0,349       0,449 
33      0,344       0,442 
 
34      0,339       0,436 
35      0,334       0,430 
36      0,329       0,424 
37      0,325       0,418 
38      0,320       0,413 
 
39      0,316       0,408 
40      0,312       0,403 
41      0,308       0,398 
42      0,304       0,393 
43      0,301       0,389 
 
44      0,297       0,384 
45      0,294       0,380 
46      0,291       0,376 
47      0,288       0,372 
48      0,284       0,368 
49      0,281       0,364 
 
50          0,279       0,361 
55          0,266       0,345 
60          0,254       0,330 
 
65          0,244       0,317 
70          0,235       0,306 
75          0,227       0,296 
80          0,220       0,286 
85          0,213       0,278 
 
90          0,207       0,270 
95          0,202       0,263 
100        0,195       0,256 
125        0,176       0,230 
150        0,159       0,210 
 
175        0,148       0,194 
200        0,138       0,184 
300        0,113       0,145 
400        0,095       0,128 
500        0,088       0,115 
 
600        0,080       0,105 
700        0,074       0,097 
800        0,070       0,091 
900        0,065       0,086 
1000      0,062       0,081 
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APPENDIX 5 
Instrument and Answer Sheet 
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Choose the correct answer by crossing (x) A, B, C or D ! 
1. A : What is your favorite food? 
B : I like . . . .   
 a. burger 
 b. porridge 
 c. tofu 
 d. chicken 
2. Fried rice, noodles, porridge, and sandwiches 
are... 
a. drinks 
b. foods 
c. vegetables 
d. fruits 
3. Arum buy some Ice Cream in the .... 
a. library 
b. teachers’ room 
c. canteen 
d. class room 
4. X : Would you like some Fried rice? 
Y : ............, I’m full. 
a. No, thanks 
b. Yes, please 
c. OK, thanks 
d. No, please 
5. Look at these picture! 
 It is ........ 
 a. muffins 
 b. french fries 
 c. chicken nuggets 
 d. donuts 
6. Tria’s hobby is ....... delicious food 
a. cook 
b. draw 
c. sing 
d. play 
 
7. ‘A slice of cucumbers’. The Underlines word 
means ..... 
a. sepotong 
b. seikat 
c. sepaket 
d. sekilo 
8. Gado-gado is my favorite .... 
a. fruits c. foods 
b. drinks d. Vegetables 
9. Father : What fruit do you like? 
Andi   : Mmm, I like to eat .... 
 a. watermelon 
 b. orange 
 c. dragon fruit 
 d. mangosteen 
 
10. Saya suka tahu. In English is ..... 
a. I like porridge 
b. I like noodle 
c. I like tofu 
d. I like potatoes 
11. My favorite foods is fried rice. The underline 
word means .... 
a. Kesehatan 
b. Kesukaan 
c. Kebahagiaan 
d. Kebersihan 
12. The meatballs look .... 
a. yummy 
b. sunny 
c. squishy 
d. happy 
13. Julian and Putri go to the ...... to get some food. 
a. canteen c. library 
b. toilet d. office 
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14. Zulfa had a big lunch this ..... 
a. morning 
b. afternoon 
c. evening 
d. night 
15. Member of the school library have to bring ..... 
a. a library card 
b. a form 
c. a reference 
d. a file 
16. A : Where are you going? 
B : I’m going to the ...... park 
a. swimming pool 
b. mountain 
c. playground 
d. amusement 
17. Andi want to play and swim. He want to build a 
sand castle, too. He should go to the ..... 
a. hotel b. beach 
c. mountain d. amusement Park 
18. I want to see the movie in the .... 
a. beach c. cinema 
b. market d. playground 
19. Buy a ticket. The italic word mean .... 
a. membeli c. membayar 
b. memesan d. menukar 
20. Mr. Santoso is a sailor. He drive and stop in the... 
a. market c. barber shop 
b. harbour d. airport 
21. Sabil is a driver. He drive a .... 
a. plane c. car 
b. train d. pedicab 
22. A car is a four-wheeled vehicle. The italic word 
mean .... 
a. Kendaraan c. Kemauan 
b. Permainan d. Perjalanan 
 
 
Tabel for number 23 - 24 
No Name 
Vehicles 
Car Motorcycle Bicycle 
1 Zulfa v V v 
2 Ayu  V  
3 Wulan  V  
 
23. X : Does Zulfa have the same vehicle as Ayu? 
Y : ........ 
a. No, he does c. No, she does 
b. Yes, he does d. Yes, she does 
24. X : Who has three vehicles? 
Y : ....... 
a. Zulfa c. Wulan 
b. Ayu d. Ratih 
25. They are going to the Cinema. In Indonesia is .. 
a. Mereka pergi ke pantai 
b. Mereka pergi ke Hotel 
c. Mereka pergi ke bioskop 
d. Mereka pergi ke restoran 
 
26. Ayu : How do you usually go to school? 
Zaki : I usually go on ..... 
 a. leg  c. hand 
 b. foot  d. head 
 
27. The vehicle below which has two wheels is .... 
a. motorcycle c. car 
b. pedicab d. truck 
 
28. The picture of the rickshaw below is .... 
a.  b.  
 
c.  d.  
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29. The train is more comfortable than the bus. 
The underline word mean ..... 
a. Teratur c. Bebas 
b. Aman d. Nyaman 
30. X : What is your favorite vehicle? 
Y : Car 
X : How do you spell it? 
Y : ........... 
a. si – ei – a’ 
b. ci – a’ – ai 
c. si – i – a’ 
d. ci – ei – a’ 
31. The students goes to ..... everyday. 
a. market c. office 
b. canteen d. school 
32. My mother need some vegetables. She must go  
to .... 
a. market c. office 
b. canteen d. school 
33. Zulfa : What is your name? 
Titin  : My name is ..... 
a. Tria c. Titin 
b. Andi d. Zulfa 
34. They are going to the beach. In Indonesia is .... 
a. Mereka pergi ke taman 
b. Mereka pergi ke pantai 
c. Mereka pergi ke hotel 
d. Mereka pergi ke bioskop 
35. Mega : where are you going last holiday? 
Rizki : I’m going to the ....... with my family. 
 a. cinema 
 b. hotel 
 c. playground 
 d. beach 
36. My mother buy some fruits in the .... 
a. fruit stall c. bird shop 
b. book store d. pet shop 
 
37. Rian : Where were you go last holiday? 
Zaki :  Last holiday I was in .... 
  a. Yogyakarta 
 b. Makasar 
 c. Bali 
 d. Jakarta 
Look at these picture, this question for number  
38– 41 
 
 
 
 
 
38. The computer is . . . . the radio 
a. on c. next to 
b. behind d. under 
39. The yellow guitar is ......the chair. 
a. on c. next to 
b. behind d. under 
40. The badminton racket is ..... the bed. 
a. on c in 
b. behind d. under 
41. The red book is ..... the brown bag. 
a. on c. in 
b. behind d. under 
42. We need ..... when we are eating. 
a. pen c. plate 
b. pillow d. napkin 
43. Wash the apple. It’s mean .... 
a. Memotong apel 
b. Mencuci apel 
c. Mengupas apel 
d. Menusuk apel 
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44. We need to cut ana apple. It’s .... 
a. oot c. spoon 
b. fork d. knife 
45. A : Do you have any pineapples? 
B : No, I ..... 
a. do c. don’t 
b. did d. didn’t 
46. X : How much is a kilo of apples? 
Y : It is (30.000) ..... 
a. twenty five thousand 
b. twenty thousand 
c. thirty five thousand 
d. thirty thousand 
47. “…….. is spicy.” 
a. Cabbage c. Bean 
b. Chili d. Onion 
48. What is it? It is .... 
a. hen           c. bee 
b. cock         d. goose 
 
49. She has…… hair. 
a. wavy c. blonde 
b. spiky  d. Bald 
 
50. Didi :”what are you doing Sindy?” 
Mei :” I’m ... the gate with this bright color” 
a. washing c.drawing 
b. writing  d.painting 
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SILABUS PEMBELAJARAN 
 
Sekolah : MI Al Mujahidin 
Kelas : VI (Enam) 
Mata Pelajaran : BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semester : 1 (Satu) 
Standar Kompetensi  : Mendengarkan 
1. Memahami instruksi dan informasi sangat sederhana baik secara tindakan maupun bahasa dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi 
Pokok/Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi 
Waktu 
Sumber Belajar 
Teknik 
Bentuk 
Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
1.1 Merespon instruksi 
sangat sederhana 
dengan tindakan secara 
berterima dalam 
kegiatan di dalam dan 
luar kelas   
 
 
Contoh: 
 
Kaset/CD: Listen and 
and circle the correct 
answer. 
 
Siswa: (melingkari 
jawaban yang benar 
berdasarkan apa yang 
didengar)  
 
Siswa merespon dengan 
melakukan tindakan 
secara berterima  
 
Merespon dengan  
melakukan tindakan 
secara berterima  
 
 
Unjuk kerja  
 
 
 
 
Responding 
 
 
 
 
Listen and circle 
the correct 
answer.   
Kaset/CD: 
(informasi 
tentang nama-
nama sayuran 
yang harus 
siswa lingkari)  
 
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
  Rekaman 
kaset/CD 
 Buku teks 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi 
Waktu 
Sumber Belajar 
Teknik 
Bentuk 
Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
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1.2 Merespon instruksi 
sangat sederhana 
dengan tindakan secara 
berterima dalam 
berbagai permainan  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contoh: 
 
Kaset/CD: Listen and fill 
in the crossword. 
 
Siswa: (mengisi 
crossword berdasarkan 
informasi yang 
didengar)  
 
 
Siswa merespon dengan 
melakukan tindakan 
secara berterim  
 
Merespon dengan  
melakukan tindakan 
secara berterima  
 
 
Unjuk kerja  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Responding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Listen and fill in 
the crossword.   
Kaset/CD: 
(informasi 
tentang buah-
buahan dan 
siswa menebak 
buah apa yang 
dimaksud)  
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
  Rekaman 
kaset/CD 
 Buku teks 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi 
Waktu 
Sumber Belajar 
Teknik 
Bentuk 
Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
1.3 Memahami cerita lisan 
secara berterima 
dengan bantuan 
gambar  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contoh: 
 
Kaset/CD: Listen and 
circle. 
 
Siswa: (melingkari 
nama-nama minuman 
yang disebutkan dalam 
cerita yang didengar)  
 
 
Siswa mendengarkan 
kaset/CD untuk 
melingkari nama-nama 
minuman  
 
Memahami cerita 
lisan dengan 
bantuan gambar 
 
 
Unjuk kerja  
 
 
 
 
Responding 
 
 
 
Listen and 
circle.   
Kaset/CD: 
(melingkari 
nama-nama 
minuman yang 
disebutkan 
dalam cerita 
yang didengar)  
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
  Rekaman 
kaset/CD 
 Buku teks 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :   Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
Tanggung jawab ( responsibility ) 
Berani ( courage ) 
 
Mengetahui, 
Kepala Madrasah 
H. Nasori, S.Ag 
NIP : 19560812 199512 1 001 
 ………………,……………………… 
Guru Bahasa Inggris 
Mulyadi. S, S.Pd 
NIP : .................... 
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SILABUS PEMBELAJARAN 
 
Sekolah : MI Al Mujahidin 
Kelas : VI (Enam) 
Mata Pelajaran : BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semester : 1 (Satu) 
Standar Kompetensi  : Berbicara 
2. Mengungkapkan instruksi dan informasi sangat sederhana dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu 
Sumber 
Belajar Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
2.1 Bercakap-cakap untuk 
menyertai tindakan 
secara berterima yang 
melibatkan tindak 
tutur: memberi contoh 
melakukan sesuatu, 
memberi aba-aba, dan 
memberi petunjuk  
Contoh:  
 
A: What can we do on 
the beach? 
B: We can play with 
the sand and pebbles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Tanya jawab yang 
berkaitan dengan 
materi 
 Meniru pertanyaan-
pertanyaan dan respon 
pertanyaan 
 Membahas kosakata 
dan struktur 
percakapan sesuai 
materi 
 Latihan percakapan 
dalam bentuk dialog 
 Menggunakan 
ungkapan-ungkapan 
percakapan sesuai 
materi dalam situasi 
nyata 
Mengungkapkan 
berbagai tindak 
tutur: 
 Memberi 
contoh 
melakukan 
sesuatu  
 Memberi aba-
aba  
 Memberi 
petunjuk  
 
Tes lisan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pertanyaan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer the 
questions 
orally! 
 
 
 
 
4 x 35 menit  Script 
percakap-an 
 Buku teks  
 Alat peraga 
 
2.2 Bercakap-cakap untuk 
meminta/memberi 
jasa/barang secara 
berterima yang 
melibatkan tindak 
tutur: meminta 
bantuan, memberi 
bantuan, meminta 
 
Contoh: 
 
A: What do you need?                                                                                                                                                                                                      
B: I need potatoes.  
 
A: What do you like to 
drink for breakfast? 
B: A glass of orange 
 
 Tanya jawab yang 
berkaitan dengan 
materi 
 Meniru pertanyaan-
pertanyaan dan respon 
pertanyaan 
 Membahas kosakata 
dan struktur 
percakapan sesuai 
 
Mengungkapkan 
berbagai tindak 
tutur: 
 Meminta 
bantuan 
 Memberi 
bantuan 
 Meminta 
 
Tes lisan 
 
Pertanyaan 
 
Answer the 
questions 
orally! 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 Script 
percakapan 
 Buku teks 
berisi 
percakapan 
 Alat peraga 
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barang, dan memberi 
barang  
 
juice. 
 
 
 
 
 
materi 
 Latihan percakapan 
dalam bentuk dialog 
 Menggunakan 
ungkapan-ungkapan 
percakapan sesuai 
materi dalam situasi 
nyata 
 
barang 
 Memberi 
barang 
 
2.3 Bercakap-cakap untuk 
meminta/memberi 
informasi secara 
berterima yang 
melibatkan tindak 
tutur: mengingatkan, 
menyatakan suka/tidak 
suka, menanyakan 
jumlah, menanyakan 
keadaan, memberi 
komentar, memberi 
pendapat, dan 
mengusulkan 
 
 
 
Contoh: 
 
A: I like collecting 
stamps.  
 
B: How many apples 
do you have? 
C: I have three apples.  
 
D: What do you think 
about my new dress? 
E: It’s nice. It suits you.   
 
 
 Tanya jawab yang 
berkaitan dengan 
materi 
 Meniru pertanyaan-
pertanyaan dan respon 
pertanyaan 
 Membahas kosakata 
dan struktur 
percakapan sesuai 
materi 
 Latihan percakapan 
dalam bentuk dialog 
 Menggunakan 
ungkapan-ungkapan 
percakapan sesuai 
materi dalam situasi 
nyata 
 
 
Mengungkapkan 
berbagai tindak 
tutur: 
 Mengingatkan 
 Menyatakan 
suka/tidak 
suka 
 Menanyakan 
jumlah 
 Menanyakan 
jumlah 
 Menanyakan 
keadaan 
 Memberi 
komentar 
 Memberi 
pendapat 
 Mengusulkan  
 
Tes lisan 
 
Performance 
 
Act out the 
dialogues in 
front of the 
class! 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 Script 
percakapan 
 Buku teks 
berisi 
percakapan 
 Alat peraga 
 
2.4 Mengungkapkan 
kesantunan secara 
berterima yang 
melibatkan ungkapan: 
Would you please .... 
dan May I .... 
 
 
Contoh: 
 
A: May I help you? 
B: I need spinach.  
 
A: Would you please 
tell me where the post 
office is? 
B: Go north and turn 
left. You won’t miss it.  
 
 Tanya jawab yang 
berkaitan dengan 
materi 
 Meniru pertanyaan-
pertanyaan dan respon 
pertanyaan 
 Membahas kosakata 
dan struktur 
percakapan sesuai 
materi 
 Latihan percakapan 
 
Mengungkapkan 
kesantunan 
secara berterima 
yang melibatkan 
ungkapan:   
 Would you 
please... 
 May I ... 
 
 
 
Tes lisan 
 
Performance 
 
Act out the 
dialogues in 
front of the 
class! 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 Script 
percakapan 
 Buku teks 
berisi 
percakapan 
 Alat peraga 
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dalam bentuk dialog 
 Menggunakan 
ungkapan-ungkapan 
percakapan sesuai 
materi dalam situasi 
nyata 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :   Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
Tanggung jawab ( responsibility ) 
Berani ( courage ) 
 
 
Mengetahui, 
Kepala Madrasah 
 
 
 
H. Nasori, S.Ag 
NIP : 19560812 199512 1 001 
 ………………,……………………… 
Guru Bahasa Inggris 
 
 
 
Mulyadi. S, S.Pd 
NIP : .................... 
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SILABUS PEMBELAJARAN 
 
 
Sekolah : MI Al Mujahidin 
Kelas : VI (Enam) 
Mata Pelajaran : BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semester : 1 (Satu) 
Standar Kompetensi  : Membaca 
3. Memahami teks fungsional pendek  dan deskriptif bergambar sangat sederhana dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik  
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu Sumber Belajar 
Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
3.1. Membaca nyaring teks 
fungsional pendek 
sangat sederhana 
dengan ucapan dan 
intonasi yang tepat dan 
berterima  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ucapan, tekanan, dan 
intonasi teks  yang 
dipelajari 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Mendengarkan dan 
merespon hal-hal 
yang perlu 
diperhatikan dalam 
kegiatan membaca 
nyaring: ucapan, 
tekanan, dan intonasi  
  Mendengarkan 
contoh membaca 
nyaring yang 
dilakukan guru 
 Menirukan membaca 
nyaring dengan 
intonasi dan jeda 
sesuai model 
 Membaca nyaring 
sendiri dengan lafal, 
intonasi, dan jeda 
yang baik dan benar 
 
 Melafalkan  
kalimat dengan 
baik dan benar 
 Membaca 
kalimat dengan 
tekanan dan 
intonasi yang 
benar 
 Membaca 
nyaring dengan 
baik dan benar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Tes unjuk 
kerja 
 
 
 
 Observasi 
 
 Uji petik 
membaca 
nyaring 
 
 
 Lembar 
observasi 
 
 
Read the 
sentences 
aloud. 
 
 
Read the 
monologues 
loudly and 
carefully. 
 
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
 Buku teks 
 Alat peraga 
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Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu Sumber Belajar 
Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
3.2. Memahami teks 
deskriptif bergambar 
sangat sederhana 
dalam konteks sekitar 
peserta didik  
 
 
Teks deskriptif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana  
 
 
 Mengidentifikasi teks 
deskriptif bergambar 
sangat sederhana 
 Tanya jawab yang 
terkait dengan materi 
 
 
Mengidentifikasi 
teks deskriptif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana 
 
 
Tes unjuk 
kerja 
 
Tes identifikasi 
informasi yang 
ada dalam teks 
deskriptif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana  
 
Read the text 
and answer 
the questions.  
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
Buku teks 
 
 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :   Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
Tanggung jawab ( responsibility ) 
Berani ( courage ) 
 
Mengetahui, 
Kepala Madrasah 
 
 
 
H. Nasori, S.Ag 
NIP : 19560812 199512 1 001 
 ………………,……………………… 
Guru Bahasa Inggris 
 
 
 
Mulyadi. S, S.Pd 
NIP : .................... 
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SILABUS PEMBELAJARAN 
 
Sekolah : MI Al Mujahidin 
Kelas : VI(Enam) 
Mata Pelajaran : BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semester : 1 (Satu) 
Standar Kompetensi  : Menulis 
4. Menulis teks fungsional pendek sangat sederhana dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi 
Pokok/Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan 
Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu 
Sumber 
Belajar Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
4.1. Menulis teks fungsional 
pendek sangat 
sederhana secara 
berterima 
 
 
Teks fungsional pendek 
sangat sederhana 
 
 
 
Menulis teks fungsional 
pendek sangat 
sederhana  
 
 
Menulis teks 
fungsional pendek 
sangat sederhana  
 
 
Tes tulis 
 
 
 
 
Menulis teks 
fungsional pendek 
 
 
Complete the 
dialogues 
based on the 
pictures. 
 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
 
 Buku teks 
 Alat peraga 
 
 
 
4.2. Menulis kartu-kartu 
ucapan sangat 
sederhana secara 
berterima  
 
 
Kartu ucapan sangat 
sederhana  
 
 
Menulis kartu ucapan 
sangat sederhana  
 
 
 
Menulis kartu 
ucapan sangat 
sederhana   
 
 
Tes tulis 
 
 
Menulis kartu 
ucapan sangat 
sederhana   
 
 
Write a 
greeting card 
to your friend.  
 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 
 Buku teks 
 Alat peraga 
 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :   Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
Tanggung jawab ( responsibility ) 
Berani ( courage ) 
 
Mengetahui, 
Kepala Madrasah 
 
 
H. Nasori, S.Ag 
NIP : 19560812 199512 1 001 
 ………………,……………………… 
Guru Bahasa Inggris 
 
Mulyadi. S, S.Pd 
NIP : .................... 
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SILABUS PEMBELAJARAN 
 
Sekolah : MI Al Mujahidin 
Kelas : VI (Enam) 
Mata Pelajaran : BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semester : 2 (Dua) 
Standar Kompetensi  : Mendengarkan 
5. Memahami instruksi dan informasi sangat sederhana baik dengan tindakan maupun bahasa dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik  
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi 
Pokok/Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi 
Waktu 
Sumber Belajar 
Teknik 
Bentuk 
Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
5.1 Merespon instruksi dan 
informasi sangat 
sederhana baik dengan 
tindakan maupun 
bahasa secara 
berterima di dalam dan 
luar kelas 
 
 
Contoh: 
 
Kaset/CD: Listen and 
repeat. 
 
Siswa: (mengulang apa 
yang didengar)  
 
Kaset/CD: Listen and 
follow the direction. 
 
Siswa: (mengikuti 
petunjuk arah sebuah 
peta jalan)  
 
 
 
 
Siswa merespon dengan 
melakukan tindakan 
secara berterima  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Merespon dengan  
melakukan tindakan 
secara berterima  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Tes lisan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Unjuk 
kerja  
 
 
 Mengulang 
secara lisan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Responding 
 
Listen and 
repeat. 
Kaset/CD: 
(memberikan 
ungkapan yang 
siswa harus 
ulang)  
 
 
Listen and 
follow the 
direction. 
Kaset/CD: 
(memberikan 
informasi 
tentang arah 
yang harus 
diikuti siswa) 
 
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Rekaman 
kaset/CD 
 Buku teks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi 
Waktu 
Sumber 
Belajar Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
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5.2 Merespon instruksi dan 
informasi sangat 
sederhana baik dengan 
tindakan maupun 
bahasa secara 
berterima dalam 
berbagai permainan  
 
 
 
Contoh: 
 
Kaset/CD: Listen and 
write. 
 
Siswa: (menulis) 
 
 
 
Siswa menulis 
berdasarkan informasi 
yang didengar dari 
kaset/CD  
 
 
 
Merespon dengan 
menulis apa yang 
didengar dari 
kaset/CD  
 
 
Unjuk kerja  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Responding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Listen to the 
cassettes and 
write.  
 Kaset/CD): 
(memberikan 
informasi yang 
harus siswa 
tulis)  
  
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
 
 
 Rekaman 
kaset/CD 
  Buku teks  
 Script 
percakap-
an  
 
 
5.3 Memahami cerita lisan 
sangat sederhana 
dengan bantuan gambar  
 
 
 
 
 
Contoh: 
 
Kaset/CD: Rearrange 
the pictures according 
to the story that you 
hear.   
 
 
 
Siswa mendengarkan 
kaset/CD untuk 
mengurutkan gambar-
gambar yang acak 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Memahami cerita 
lisan sangat 
sederhana dengan 
bantuan gambar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unjuk kerja 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Responding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Listen to the 
cassettes and 
rearrange the 
pictures below. 
 
Kaset/CD: 
(memberikan 
informasi agar 
siswa dapat 
mengurutkan 
gmbar)  
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Rekaman 
kaset/CD 
  Buku teks  
 Script 
percakap-
an  
 
 
 
 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :   Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
Tanggung jawab ( responsibility ) 
Berani ( courage ) 
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SILABUS PEMBELAJARAN 
 
Sekolah : MI Al Mujahidin 
Kelas : VI (Enam) 
Mata Pelajaran : BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semester : 2 (Dua) 
Standar Kompetensi  : Berbicara 
6. Mengungkapkan instruksi dan informasi sangat sederhana dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu Sumber Belajar 
Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
6.1 Bercakap-cakap untuk 
menyertai tindakan 
secara berterima yang 
melibatkan tindak 
tutur: memberi contoh 
melakukan sesuatu, 
memberi aba-aba, dan 
memberi petunjuk  
 
Contoh:  
 
A: How does John go 
to school? 
B: He goes to school 
by bicycle  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Tanya jawab yang 
berkaitan dengan 
materi 
 Meniru pertanyaan-
pertanyaan dan 
respon pertanyaan 
 Membahas kosakata 
dan struktur 
percakapan sesuai 
materi 
 Latihan percakapan 
dalam bentuk dialog 
 Menggunakan 
ungkapan-ungkapan 
percakapan sesuai 
materi dalam situasi 
nyata 
 
 
Mengungkapkan 
berbagai tindak 
tutur: 
 Memberi contoh 
melakukan 
sesuatu  
 Memberi aba-
aba  
 Memberi 
petunjuk  
 
 
Tes lisan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pertanyaan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer the 
questions 
orally! 
 
 
 
 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 Script 
percakap-an 
 Buku teks  
 Alat peraga 
 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu Sumber Belajar 
Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
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6.2 Bercakap-cakap untuk 
meminta/memberi 
jasa/barang secara 
berterima yang 
melibatkan tindak 
tutur: meminta 
bantuan, memberi 
bantuan, meminta 
barang, dan memberi 
barang  
 
Contoh: 
 
A: Can you tell me 
where west is?                                                                                                                                                                                                      
B: Sure. That’s west.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Tanya jawab yang 
berkaitan dengan 
materi 
 Meniru pertanyaan-
pertanyaan dan 
respon pertanyaan 
 Membahas kosakata 
dan struktur 
percakapan sesuai 
materi 
 Latihan percakapan 
dalam bentuk dialog 
 Menggunakan 
ungkapan-ungkapan 
percakapan sesuai 
materi dalam situasi 
nyata 
Mengungkapkan 
berbagai tindak 
tutur: 
 Meminta bantuan 
 Memberi 
bantuan 
 Meminta barang 
 Memberi barang 
Tes lisan Pertanyaan Answer the 
questions 
orally! 
4 x 35 menit  Script 
percakapan 
 Buku teks 
berisi 
percakapan 
 Alat peraga 
 
6.3 Bercakap-cakap untuk 
meminta/memberi 
informasi secara 
berterima yang 
melibatkan tindak 
tutur: mengungkapkan 
perasaan, merespon 
ungkapan, 
mengungkapkan 
keraguan, 
menanyakan, dan 
meminta kejelasan 
 
Contoh: 
 
A: How can I get to 
the post office?  
 
B: Can you tell me 
where the post office 
is? 
 
C: How much is it? 
 
D: Shall I get you 
something? 
 
 
 
 
 Tanya jawab yang 
berkaitan dengan 
materi 
 Meniru pertanyaan-
pertanyaan dan 
respon pertanyaan 
 Membahas kosakata 
dan struktur 
percakapan sesuai 
materi 
 Latihan percakapan 
dalam bentuk dialog 
 Menggunakan 
ungkapan-ungkapan 
percakapan sesuai 
materi dalam situasi 
nyata 
 
 
Mengungkapkan 
berbagai tindak 
tutur: 
 Mengungkapkan 
perasaan  
 Merespon 
ungkapan  
 Mengungkapkan 
keraguan 
 Menanyakan 
 Meminta 
kejelasan 
  
 
Tes lisan 
 
Performance 
 
Act out the 
dialogues in 
front of the 
class! 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 Script 
percakapan 
 Buku teks 
berisi 
percakapan 
 Alat peraga 
 
6.4 Mengungkapkan 
kesantunan secara 
berterima yang 
 
Contoh: 
 
A: May I help you? 
 
 Tanya jawab yang 
berkaitan dengan 
materi 
 
Mengungkapkan 
kesantunan secara 
berterima yang 
 
Tes lisan 
 
Performance 
 
Act out the 
dialogues in 
front of the 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 Script 
percakapan 
 Buku teks 
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melibatkan ungkapan: 
Would you please .... 
dan May I .... 
 
B: I need spinach.  
 
A: Would you please 
tell me where the post 
office is? 
B: Go north and turn 
left. You won’t miss it.  
  
 
 
 Meniru pertanyaan-
pertanyaan dan 
respon pertanyaan 
 Membahas kosakata 
dan struktur 
percakapan sesuai 
materi 
 Latihan percakapan 
dalam bentuk dialog 
 Menggunakan 
ungkapan-ungkapan 
percakapan sesuai 
materi dalam situasi 
nyata 
 
melibatkan 
ungkapan:   
 Would you 
please... 
 May I ... 
 
 
 
class! berisi 
percakapan 
 Alat peraga 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :   Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
Tanggung jawab ( responsibility ) 
Berani ( courage ) 
 
 
Mengetahui, 
Kepala Madrasah 
 
 
 
H. Nasori, S.Ag 
NIP : 19560812 199512 1 001 
 ………………,……………………… 
Guru Bahasa Inggris 
 
 
 
Mulyadi. S, S.Pd 
NIP : ................... 
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SILABUS PEMBELAJARAN 
 
Sekolah : MI Al Mujahidin 
Kelas : VI (Enam) 
Mata Pelajaran : BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semester : 2 (Dua) 
Standar Kompetensi  : Membaca 
7. Memahami teks fungsional pendek  dan deskriptif bergambar sangat sederhana dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik  
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu 
Sumber 
Belajar Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
7.1 Membaca nyaring teks 
fungsional pendek 
sangat sederhana 
dengan ucapan dan 
intonasi yang tepat dan 
berterima  
 
 
 
 
 
Ucapan dan intonasi 
teks yang dipelajari 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Mendengarkan dan 
merespon hal-hal yang 
perlu diperhatikan dalam 
kegiatan membaca 
nyaring: ucapan, tekanan, 
dan intonasi  
 Mendengarkan contoh 
membaca nyaring yang 
dilakukan guru 
 Menirukan membaca 
nyaring dengan intonasi 
dan jeda sesuai model 
 Membaca nyaring sendiri 
dengan lafal, intonasi, 
dan jeda yang baik dan 
benar 
 
 Melafalkan  
kalimat 
dengan baik 
dan benar 
 Membaca 
kalimat 
dengan 
tekanan dan 
intonasi yang 
benar 
 Membaca 
nyaring 
dengan baik 
dan benar 
 
 
Tes unjuk 
kerja 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Uji petik membaca 
nyaring 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Read the 
dialogues 
aloud. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Buku teks 
 Alat peraga 
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Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi Pokok/ 
Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu 
Sumber 
Belajar Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
7.2 Memahami teks 
deskriptif bergambar 
sangat sederhana 
dalam konteks sekitar 
peserta didik  
 
 
Teks deskriptif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana  
 
 
 Mengidentifikasi teks 
deskriptif bergambar 
sangat sederhana 
 Tanya jawab yang 
terkait dengan materi 
 
 
Mengidentifikasi 
teks deskriptif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana 
 
 
Tes unjuk 
kerja 
 
Tes identifikasi 
informasi yang 
ada dalam teks 
deskriptif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana  
 
Read the text 
and answer 
the questions.  
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
 
Buku teks 
 
 
 
7.3 Memahami teks naratif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana 
 
 
Teks naratif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana 
 
 Mengidentifikasi teks 
naratif bergambar 
sangat sederhana 
 Tanya jawab yang 
terkait dengan materi 
 
 
Mengidentifikasi 
teks naratif 
bergambar sangat 
sederhana 
 
 
Tes unjuk 
kerja 
 
Tes identifikasi 
informasi yang 
ada dalam teks 
naratif bergambar 
sangat sederhana  
 
Read the text 
and answer 
the questions.  
 
2 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
Buku teks 
 
 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :   Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
Tanggung jawab ( responsibility ) 
Berani ( courage ) 
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SILABUS PEMBELAJARAN 
 
Sekolah : MI Al Mujahidin 
Kelas : VI(Enam) 
Mata Pelajaran : BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semester : 2 (Dua) 
Standar Kompetensi  : Menulis 
8. Menulis teks fungsional pendek sangat sederhana dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik 
 
Kompetensi 
Dasar 
Materi 
Pokok/Pembelajaran 
Kegiatan 
Pembelajaran 
Indikator 
Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Penilaian 
Alokasi Waktu 
Sumber 
Belajar Teknik Bentuk Instrumen 
Contoh 
Instrumen 
 
8.1 Menulis teks fungsional 
pendek sangat 
sederhana secara 
berterima dalam 
konteks sekitar peserta 
didik 
 
 
Teks fungsional pendek 
sangat sederhana 
 
 
 
Menulis teks fungsional 
pendek sangat 
sederhana  
 
 
 
 
Menulis teks 
fungsional pendek 
sangat sederhana  
 
 
 
Tes tulis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Menulis teks 
fungsional pendek 
 
 
Complete the 
dialogues 
based on the 
pictures. 
 
 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Buku teks 
 Alat peraga 
 
 
 
 
 
8.2 Menulis kartu-kartu 
ucapan sangat 
sederhana secara 
berterima  
 
 
Kartu ucapan sangat 
sederhana  
 
 
Menulis kartu ucapan 
sangat sederhana  
 
 
 
Menulis kartu 
ucapan sangat 
sederhana   
 
 
Tes tulis 
 
 
 
Menulis kartu 
ucapan sangat 
sederhana   
 
 
Write a 
greeting card 
to your friend.  
 
 
4 x 35 menit 
 
 
 
 
 Buku teks 
 Alat peraga 
 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :   Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
Tanggung jawab ( responsibility ) 
Berani ( courage ) 
 
Mengetahui, 
Kepala Madrasah 
 
H. Nasori, S.Ag 
NIP : 19560812 199512 1 001 
  
………………,……………………… 
Guru Bahasa Inggris 
 
Mulyadi. S, S.Pd 
NIP : ................... 
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RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN (RPP) 
 
Sekolah  : MI Al Mujahidin Kluwut 
Mata Pelajaran : Bahasa Inggris 
Kelas/Semester : VI (Enam) / II 
Alokasi Waktu : 6 x 35 menit ( 3 x pertemuan ) 
 
A. Standar Kompetensi 
-  Memahami teks fungsional pendek dan deskriptif bergambar sangat sederhana dalam konteks 
sekitar peserta didik 
B. Kompetensi Dasar 
-  Membaca nyaring teks fungsional pendek sangat sederhana dengan ucapan dan intonasi yang 
tepat dan berterima 
-    Memahami teks deskriptif bergambar sangat sederhana dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik. 
C. Indikator  
1. Melafalkan  kalimat dengan baik dan benar 
2. Membuat kalimat sederhana tulis untuk menanyakan aktifitas yang sudah dilakukan. 
3. Menerapkan dan menggunakan kosakata yang berkaitan dengan teks bergambar sangat 
sederhana 
D. Tujuan Pembelajaran 
Pertemuan I 
1. Siswa dapat melafalkan kalimat dengan baik dan benar 
2. Siswa dapat membuat kalimat sederhana tulis untuk menanyakan hobi 
Pertemuan II 
1. Siswa dapat mengidentifikasi berbagai informasi dalam kalimat-kalimat sangat sederhana. 
2. Siswa dapat mengidentifikasi berbagai informasi dalam teks deskriptif bergambar sangat 
sederhana. 
Pertemuan III 
1. Siswa dapat mengidentifikasi berbagai informasi dalam teks naratif bergambar sangat 
sederhana. 
2. Siswa dapat menggunakan kosakata yang berkaitan dengan teks bergambar sangat 
sederhana. 
Karakter Siswa Yang Diharapkan : 
- Dapat dipercaya (trustworthiness) 
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- Tekun (Dilligence) 
- Tanggung jawab (responsibility) 
- Berani (Courage) 
 
E. Materi Pembelajaran 
- Ungkapan menanyakan tentang aktifitas seseorang 
Where are you going? 
Where are you now? 
- Ungkapan menanyakan tentang aktifitas yang telah dilakukan. 
How was your weekend, Askar? 
What did Dona do last holiday? 
- Ungkapan menanyakan makanan kesukaan 
What’s your favorit food? 
Would you like some chicken? 
F. Metode Pembelajaran  :   
- Mnemonic Instruction 
G. Langkah-langkah Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
1. Kegiatan Awal (5 menit) 
a. Memberi salam dan tegur sapa kepada peserta didik. 
b. Prayer. 
c. Mengecek kehadiran peserta didik. 
d. Memberikan kegiatan brainstorming dengan mereview materi sebelumnya.  
2. Kegiatan Inti (25) 
SISWA GURU WAKTU 
Eksplorasi 
 Mengamati berbagai macam teks 
bergambar sangat sederhana. 
 Memperhatikan kosa kata baru 
dalam teks bergambar sederhana. 
 Memperlihatkan berbagai macam 
teks bergambar sangat sederhana. 
 Meminta siswa memperhatikan 
kosa kata baru dalam teks 
bergambar sederhana. 
25 menit 
Elaborasi 
 Menanyakan kosa kata baru yang 
terkait. 
 Menanyakan fungsi sosial teks 
bergambar sangat sederhana. 
 Memberikan stimulus dan 
mengarahkan siswa untuk bertanya 
tentang kosa kata baru. 
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Konfirmasi 
 Mendengarkan penjelasan dari guru 
mengenai fungsi sosial dalam teks 
bergambar sangat sederhana. 
 Mempresentasikan hasil masing-
masing siswa di depan kelas. 
 Guru menjelaskan tentang fungsi 
sosial dalam teks bergambar sangat 
sederhana. 
 Memberikan penilaian terhadap 
hasil presentasi siswa. 
 Memberikan masukan atas 
presentasi siswa. 
 
3. Penutup(5 menit) 
- Summarizing (Membuat Kesimpulan) 
- Reflection (Guru memberikan peserta didik kesempatan untuk bertanya) 
- Memberi salam penutup. 
 
H. Media dan Sumber Belajar         
- Buku paket, Gambar, LKS 
I. Penilaian   
Guru melakukan penilaian sebagai berikut : 
1. Teknik penilaian : Tes tulis 
2. Bentuk penilaian : Pertanyaan tulis. 
Indikator Penilaian  
Teknik Bentuk Contoh Instrumen 
1. Mengidentifikasi makna 
kata dalam teks bergambar 
Tes tulis Pertanyaan 
tulis 
A. find out the difficult word 
from the text below, then 
make a mnemonic in each 
words! 
B. Answer the questions 
correctly based on the 
text! 
2. Memahami kalimat Tanya 
sederhana dalam teks 
bergambar. 
Tes tulis Pertanyaan 
tulis 
3. Memahami tujuan 
komunikatif dari teks. 
Tes tulis  Pertanyaan 
tulis 
 Answer the following 
questions! 
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Instrument : 
Taman Safari Indonesia 
Taman Safari Indonesia or simply Taman Safari are animal theme parks in Bogor at West 
Java, in Mount Arjuno at East Java, and in Bali Safari and Marine Park at Bali. Part of the same 
organization, they are known as Taman Safari I, II and III. The most popular is Taman Safari I. 
Taman Safari is located near the old main road between Jakarta and Bandung, West Java. It 
is roughly 80 kilometres (50 mi) from Soekarno-Hatta International Airport, Jakarta and 78 
kilometres (48 mi) from Bandung. 
Taman Safari I covers an area of 170 hectares (420 acres) and houses a collection of 2,500 
animals, including Bengal tigers, Malayan sun bears, giraffes, orangutans, hippos, zebras, cheetahs, 
elephants, and Komodo dragons. Some, such as the Bali myna, are involved in conservation 
projects. The majority of the species represented are Indonesian. 
Difficult word 
1. Simply  : Sederhana 
Mnemonic : Simpul tali sangat sederhana 
2. Animal : Hewan 
Mnemonic : Anime seperti Hewan 
3. Road  : Jalan 
Mnemonic : Roda berputar di Jalan 
4. Near  : Dekat 
Mnemonic : Nia sahabat Dekat 
5. Conservation : Perlindungan alam 
Mnemonic : Konser Fatin itu bertema Perlindungan alam 
6. Majority : Mayoritas 
Mnemonic : Mayor TNI Sebagian Besar dari Jakarta 
 
GADO-GADO is HEALTHY 
Gado – gado is my favorite food. It’s the traditional food of Indonesia. My Mom says that 
gado-gado is healthy. Why? Because you can find a lot of vegetables in it, such as, bean sprouts, 
lettuce, tomatoes, and potatoes. Sometimes I also put other vegetables, like spinach, cabbage, or 
carrot. I never forget to add some fried tofu and boiled egg in my gado-gado. You know? They are 
high in protein. I like my gado-gado hot, so I often mix the gado-gado dressing with some chilies. 
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Difficult words 
1) Carrot  : Wortel 
Mnemonic : Karet itu dililitkan ke Wortel 
2) Vegetable : Sayuran 
Mnemonic : Vegeta ada di dalam Sayuran 
3) Boiled  : Rebus 
Mnemonic : Boled harus di Rebus 
4) Healthy : Sehat 
Mnemonic : Halte untuk orang Sehat 
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RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN (RPP) 
 
Sekolah  : MI Al Mujahidin Kluwut 
Mata Pelajaran : Bahasa Inggris 
Kelas/Semester : VI (Enam) / II 
Alokasi Waktu : 4 x 35 menit ( 2 x pertemuan ) 
 
A. Standar Kompetensi 
-  Memahami teks fungsional pendek dan deskriptif bergambar sangat sederhana dalam konteks 
sekitar peserta didik 
B. Kompetensi Dasar 
-  Memahami teks naratif bergambar sangat sederhana dalam konteks sekitar peserta didik 
- Menulis teks fungsional pendek sangat sederhana secara berterima dalam konteks sekitar peserta 
didik 
C. Indikator  
- Mengidentifikasi teks deskriptif bergambar sangat sederhana 
- Menulis teks fungsional pendek sangat sederhana 
- Menerapkan dan menggunakan kosakata yang berkaitan dengan teks bergambar sangat sederhana 
J. Tujuan Pembelajaran 
Pertemuan I 
3. Siswa dapat melafalkan kalimat dengan baik dan benar 
4. Siswa dapat membuat kalimat sederhana tulis untuk menanyakan makanan kesukaan 
5. Siswa dapat menggunakan kosakata yang berkaitan dengan teks bergambar sangat 
sederhana. 
Pertemuan II 
3. Siswa dapat mengidentifikasi berbagai informasi dalam kalimat-kalimat sangat sederhana. 
4. Siswa dapat mengidentifikasi berbagai informasi dalam teks deskriptif bergambar sangat 
sederhana. 
Karakter Siswa Yang Diharapkan : 
- Dapat dipercaya (trustworthiness) 
- Tekun (Dilligence) 
- Tanggung jawab (responsibility) 
- Berani (Courage) 
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K. Materi Pembelajaran 
- Ungkapan menanyakan tentang aktifitas seseorang 
Where are you going? 
- Ungkapan menanyakan tentang aktifitas yang telah dilakukan. 
How was your weekend, Askar? 
- Ungkapan menanyakan makanan kesukaan 
May I have meatball, please? 
L. Metode Pembelajaran  :   
- Mnemonic Instruction 
M. Langkah-langkah Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
4. Kegiatan Awal (5 menit) 
e. Memberi salam dan tegur sapa kepada peserta didik. 
f. Prayer. 
g. Mengecek kehadiran peserta didik. 
h. Memberikan kegiatan brainstorming dengan mereview materi sebelumnya.  
5. Kegiatan Inti (25) 
SISWA GURU WAKTU 
Eksplorasi 
 Mengamati berbagai macam teks 
bergambar sangat sederhana. 
 Memperhatikan kosa kata baru 
dalam teks bergambar sederhana. 
 Memperlihatkan berbagai macam 
teks bergambar sangat sederhana. 
 Meminta siswa memperhatikan 
kosa kata baru dalam teks 
bergambar sederhana. 
25 menit 
Elaborasi 
 Menanyakan kosa kata baru yang 
terkait. 
 Menanyakan fungsi sosial teks 
bergambar sangat sederhana. 
 Memberikan contoh pengucapan 
kalimat-kalimat yang terdapat pada 
text bergambar. 
Konfirmasi 
 Mendengarkan penjelasan dari guru 
mengenai fungsi sosial dalam teks 
bergambar sangat sederhana. 
 Mempresentasikan hasil masing-
masing siswa di depan kelas. 
 Guru menjelaskan tentang fungsi 
sosial dalam teks bergambar sangat 
sederhana. 
 Memberikan penilaian terhadap 
hasil presentasi siswa. 
 Memberikan masukan atas 
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presentasi siswa. 
 
6. Penutup(5 menit) 
- Summarizing (Membuat Kesimpulan) 
- Reflection (Guru memberikan peserta didik kesempatan untuk bertanya) 
- Memberi salam penutup. 
 
N. Media dan Sumber Belajar         
- Buku paket, Gambar, LKS 
O. Penilaian   
Guru melakukan penilaian sebagai berikut : 
3. Teknik penilaian : Tes tulis 
4. Bentuk penilaian : Pertanyaan tulis. 
Indikator Penilaian  
Teknik Bentuk Contoh Instrumen 
4. Mengidentifikasi makna 
kata dalam teks bergambar 
Tes tulis Pertanyaan 
tulis 
A. find out the difficult word 
from the text below, then 
make a mnemonic in each 
words! 
B. Answer the questions 
correctly based on the 
text! 
5. Memahami kalimat Tanya 
sederhana dalam teks 
bergambar. 
Tes tulis Pertanyaan 
tulis 
6. Memahami tujuan 
komunikatif dari teks. 
Tes tulis  Pertanyaan 
tulis 
 Answer the following 
questions! 
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Instrument : 
My Fathers’ Day 
Dad come home early last night. He kissed Mom and told her to rest because he 
wanted to coock dinner. I helped Dad, and we coocked rice and fried chicken. We also made 
some vegetable salad. 
First, we coocked the rice. Then, Dad sliced the chicken and fried it. Isliced the 
tomatoes and washed the lettuce. After 90 minutes, everything was ready. We set the table. 
The food looked and smelled good. You know what? It tasted good, too! 
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APPENDIX 7 
DOCUMENTATIONS 
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APPENDIX 8 
Office Letters 
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